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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

    A tree is one of Nature’s greatest gifts to mankind. The similarity between a school that is growing and a tree 
cannot be missed. Just as a tree absorbs all that transpires around it and stores it away as it grows, in the form 
of tree rings, so does a school. The ‘Illuminer’ this year, aspires to be like a steadily growing tree—putting down 
strong, deep roots, while widening its circle of achievements each year.  When a tree is cut down the rings tell us 
its age and the times it has lived through. The ‘Illuminer’ will present the reader not only with a cross section of 
the year’s accolades, but also paint a vivid panorama of the children’s contributions.

    Does creative writing have a future? This edition of the ‘Illuminer’ certainly belies the idea that writing is a lost 
art. To adapt a line out of Lincoln’s Gettysburg address, this is a magazine of the students, by the students, for 
the students. Having said that, penning down thoughts is not as easy as it sounds; a child given pen and paper is 
often flummoxed at the very idea. The trick is in stripping it of pomposity, literary bombast and clichéd phraseology. 
As the reader navigates through the various segments of this publication, he or she will be alternately impressed, 
entertained, mesmerised and constantly overjoyed by the diversity, insight, artistic talent, humour and originality 
evident in the children’s writings.

    ‘Round Fable Conference’ is a vivid mix of stories written by the children themselves. ‘Once Upon a Rhyme’ ex-
poses us to the vast canvas that our budding poets have explored, to transfer their imagery into words. ‘My-logue’, 
an opinion page, reveals thinking minds and sensible solutions, while ‘Roam-Mania’ is a mini travelogue. ‘Punch-a-
Tantra’ as the name suggests, is humour and word play with puns and punchlines galore.

    ‘Back to Square One’ plays with numbers while ‘Bound to Read’ provides interesting reviews and enables us to 
‘travel without luggage from one place to another.’ 

    ‘Boarding Pass’ is the special section for our dear outgoing students of Grade X. Their memories of school, the 
years of growth, their joys and tears…. and special moments to remember them by…. fill these pages. This year 
book will be a memoir to treasure and look back upon with nostalgia, years from now.

     Does it end here? Of course not! Art work, Sports, special events and competitions, achievements of the stu-
dents, staff and the institution as a whole, are all showcased with our special ‘Stamp of Success.’

    A word of caution though…when you sit down to peruse it, do not suppose that you are sitting in judgement of 
the children’s ideas; it is the reader who is on trial. This is a touchstone of their worth.

    May the next 10 be the best 10!
    May 2020 be the year of plenty!

Thank you.
UMA A. SHANKER
CHIEF EDITOR

The Learning Tree
I want to walk, I want to talk,

I want to sing and dance.
I want to do all these things,

Just give me a chance.

I want to build, I want to paint,
I want to play in the sand.

I want to do all these things,
Just lend me a hand.

I want to write, I want to read,
And win a Spelling Bee.

I want to do all these things,
And climb the Learning Tree!

Trees don’t worry about their shape or size, they teach us to focus on growth. 
-- Vijaya Gowrisankar
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Greetings to all our dear patrons. Let us enter this new decade with open hearts.

    When I first came across these wise words by Confucius I was instantly taken with the idea of planting the 
seeds of knowledge. These would blossom forth into a canopy that encompasses the growth of healthy young 
minds with the ability to create and sustain an environment of peace and harmony.
   
  The unusual theme of a tree ring for this edition of the ‘Illuminer’ brings forth the stability and scope of what 
just one single tree can achieve. When we instil good values and embed them firmly in a child’s tender mind, we 
open the doors to progress, peace and a world without borders. On examination, the school should be able to 
provide a palette with a myriad hues.

    The contributions by the children are simple, yet profound, humorous, yet solemn and the encouragement they 
received to plumb the depths of their creative sides has resulted in a freewheeling and sometimes light hearted 
take on school life.

     I am sure our esteemed readers will find this edition interesting and get an unexpected glimpse into the mind 
of a child. The ‘Illuminer’ this year will be one to revisit time and again. 

     I congratulate the editorial board and the staff for their combined effort and skill in bringing forth this issue. 
 
P. MADHUSUDHAN RAO
CHAIRMAN
DSE GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS

If you think
in terms of a year, plant a seed;
If in terms of ten years, plant trees;
If in terms of a hundred years, 
teach the people.

-- Confucius
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Greetings and a warm welcome into the new decade. 

    When this time of the year comes around and I am asked for my message I find myself at a loss for words. I 
thought this year would be no different but I find myself with plenty to say. Our theme of a tree ring for this year’s 
issue of the ‘Illuminer’ set me thinking. 

    Just as a tree with strong roots embeds itself in the soil and spreads its branches far and wide, so also a child 
whose core values are built around a tenacious and sturdy foundation, will stay focussed and develop a character 
filled with integrity, wisdom and an ability to withstand challenges and storms. The initial years of growth and 
development should go at a slow but firm pace. Complete absorption and retention of concepts, an eagerness to 
explore and the blossoming of knowledge are the very roots of a sound education.

    The ‘Illuminer’ is the perfect platform not only to highlight our progress as an institution but also a space for our 
multifaceted children to explore their creative sides, speak their minds and unfold the panorama that is Delhi School 
of Excellence, Banjara Hills.

    The quirky segments in this issue will pique your interest and leave you asking for more. The students were 
encouraged to be original and experimental in their contributions. Recognising their effort and giving them the 
freedom to express themselves without inhibition resulted in inspired articles, stories and poems filled with deep 
thought, humour and insight which provided us with a glimpse into their hearts.

   I am sure each student will treasure this copy of the school magazine and preserve it as a cherished memory to 
revisit in the years to come.

    We are just six years young and growing slowly but steadily, forming our rings of steel in the tree trunk of wisdom. 
In the coming years we will surely be a force to reckon with as we take it up a notch each year.

    I congratulate the editorial board for their innovativeness and single minded attention to detail.

SHILPA RAVI
VICE CHAIRPERSON
DSE GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS  

Henry David Thoreau
once said,
 ‘I think the more slowly trees 
grow at first, the sounder they are 
at the core, and I think the same 
is true of human beings.’
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Greetings dear readers.

    I welcome you all into this new decade. May it bring new challenges and the strength to face the same with the 
tenacity of a strong tree with deep roots. 

    Each year we let go of our older leaves, our tenth graders, and at the same time welcome new ones with open 
arms. We nurture the ones that are still growing in our care. To ensure complete and intrinsic development, DSE has 
taken up innovative ways to further the cause of a good multi-pronged approach to education. The past year saw 
DSE winning accolades and awards galore. The children gave their best and took on every challenge with optimism 
and immense talent.

    The ‘Illuminer’ this year has an unusual theme: tree rings. This encapsulates the very essence of the institution; 
steadfast values, flowering of new ideas and spreading the canopy of knowledge like a vast tree. We are constantly 
expanding our horizons and have set our eyes on an enviable goal. We plan to embed the tree trunk of our school 
with ever widening rings of achievements for years to come.
   
    The children’s contributions are a vivid revelation of the depth of their thoughts and emotions. We are proud of 
each tiny offering from them. This year’s magazine will be one to treasure and cherish. I am certain parents will be 
overwhelmed by the wide range that is on offer.

    I must thank the parents for their steadfast support for the institution. I shall conclude with my heartfelt 
congratulations and appreciation towards the editorial board and the DSE family for their weeks of effort.

    I leave you with this thought,

    Strong roots produce beautiful leaves.

    All the best!

K.M. RAMA DEVI
SECRETARY
DSE GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS

Learn character from trees, 
values from roots and change
from leaves.
    

 -- Tasneem Hameed
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   Tree rings in the cross section of a tree trunk represent a single year’s growth. Metaphorically, 
just as the width and depth of tree rings are governed by extraneous climatic conditions, so also do 
societal requirements and influences leave an indelible mark on a student’s emotional, intellectual 
and physical growth. This is especially true since we live in an egalitarian society. 

   Everything we have ever done, every person we have met and every experience we have had is a 
part of who we are today. Adding interesting layers like the proverbial ring inside the trunk of a tree 
will enable us to grow as we should.

   The cover page of the ‘Illuminer’ aptly justifies the ethos of the school wherein valuable life skills 
are learnt by the children in their formative years, both at school and out of it. In the absence of a 
holistic approach, cracks will develop which will turn into deep gashes on the psyche of a child.

   Not all tree rings are symmetrical; in their asymmetry lies a lifelong lesson. Similarly, not all
children grow in the same way; in their multifariousness lies the intermingled fabric of our society. 

   I am sure all of you will enjoy reading the contents of this year’s issue of ‘Illuminer’ which embodies 
the collective efforts of students and staff. Many congratulations to the editorial team for providing 
a platform to the students, tapping their creativity and giving it a form. 
  
Best wishes.

B.SHASHIKALA
ACADEMIC DIRECTOR
DSE GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS

There are many branches 
of learning, but only one tree 
trunk of wisdom.         

-- Henry S. Haskins
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Greetings dear readers!

    Another year added to our growth and another year that boasts of several feathers in our caps…
the euphoric feeling that accompanies the end of each successful academic year is ineffable! Education 
does not mean academic excellence or literacy. It is a harmonious mix of a synchronized combination 
of hand, head and heart. In the present digitalized world, the biggest challenge educators and parents 
face is how to nurture young minds with the indelible impressions of a holistic education.

    The school constantly evolves with changing times and routinely comes up with contemporary and 
leading-edge mechanisms to foster different facets of a student’s personality, spirit and style, in order 
to see him/her develop into vibrant, responsible citizen and above all a generous and sentient human 
being. Just as the rings of a tree depict its age and growth graph, advancement and compendious 
development can be noted in a child year after year. 

    Our role as educators is not only to pursue academic excellence but also to motivate and empower 
our students to be lifelong learners, critical thinkers, and productive members of an ever-changing 
global society. We provide congenial atmosphere to our students, targeted at multifaceted develop-
ment, wherein they are encouraged to channelize their potential in the pursuit of meritorious worth. 
   
   My heartiest congratulations to the Editorial board for bringing out this year’s copy of the ‘Illuminer’ 
with the theme of tree rings. Just as a tree lodges itself deeper each year and spreads its roots in an 
ever widening circumference, so also Deesians will make their presence felt in every aspect of life, 
adding a new leaf to the grandeur of the school as each year rolls by. 

    A fruit is the final offering from a tree; similarly our outgoing students are the polished gems that 
we at DSE offer to the world. 

    To quote Thomas Wilder, ‘It’s hard to turn the page when you know someone won’t be in the next 
chapter, but the story must go on.’

Happy reading to one and all!!

T. VEENA MURTHY
PRINCIPAL

The last thing to grow 
on a tree is the fruit. 
Don’t give up.
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Greetings to all!

   As we look forward to evolving and reaching new heights this coming decade, I want to draw an analogy for growth 
and development and Mother Nature is the best inspiration. 

   As trees grow, they add a new layer of wood to their trunks each year called a tree ring. If you look closely, you 
will notice that some rings are wider than others. If the ring is wide, then the tree received abundant rainfall and 
good growing conditions; if the ring is thin, then the tree experienced a lack of rain and stressful growing conditions.

   This is very similar to mapping a student’s life. Dear students, as you push through the formative years, you ex-
perience what is essential to accelerate your journey into the real world. There are specific traits like perseverance, 
diligence and enthusiasm amongst the many that will keep you on your toes. However untruthfulness, peer pressure 
and a lack of motivation are some of the things that can drag you down.

   Keep in mind that all these experiences will help shape your outlook, and it is up to you to reinforce your character 
with as many strong and broad rings as possible. The teachers are there to help you spread your wings wide and 
soar high in all facets of life. Remember that the will to win is not as important as the will to prepare to win, and this 
will propel you to new heights if your roots are deeply entrenched.
 
All the best and tree your way ahead!!
 
Regards,

ANUSUYA TENJARLA
HEADMISTRESS

INDUSTRIOUS TEAM

In a tree there is a spirit of 
life, a spirit of growth and a 
spirit of holding its head up.  

-- Robert Henri
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Education World Award - Best Emerging High Potential School Eldrok India  K-12 Leadership in 
Curricular Education

Global Teacher AwardsWorking for a Social Cause with IDF

The Most Inspirational School

‘Desire is the starting point of all achievments, not a hope, not a wish, but a keen pulsating 
desire which transcends everything’

When the work done by you is acknowledged - you get the optimum contentment. Diligent efforts of DSE Management and 
Mentors brought laurels and proud moments to the school.

KEEP GOING - KEEP GROWING
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EDITORIAL BOARD 

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

SUPPORT STAFF
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The purpose of this program is to ensure that the employees integrate well so as to work as a team across our three branch-
es. It is the platform where the employees and the management coordinate and plan the coming sessions.

Developing a sound Teacher Induction Programme can ease the transition for new staff giving them the time, support and 
relationships they need to thrive.

INDUCTION @ DSE

 TEACHERS’ INDUCTION
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Independence Day was celebrated with great enthusiasm and patriotic fervour.

FREEDOM IS THE SOUL OF OUR COUNTRY

INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY

CHILDREN’S DAY REPUBLIC DAY
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Our talented mentors proved their excellence in multiple skills by presenting various programmes. 
They were also felicitated for their dedication and devotion towards grooming the students. 

‘A good teacher can inspire hope, ignite 
imagination and instill love for learning’ 

A very special assembly was conducted by the 
students to show their gratitude and love towards 

teachers.

TEACHER’S DAY
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Value Time - I B Save Forests - Save Wildlife - I C

Let’s Live Healthy - II A Learn to Respect Everyone - II B Save Nature & Save Life - II C

ASSEMBLIES

Sing & Learn - I A

Diwali - Festival of Light- III A Your Civic Duty - III C
Importance of Math in 
Day to Day Life - III B

 APJ Abdul Kalam 
Missile Man of India - IV A No Plastic is Fantastic - IV B

Roles and Responsibilites of a Good 
Citizen - IV C

Essence of Morning Assembly - V A Balance between Sports and Education - V B

Save Water - PP I Good Mind Good Find - PP II
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Igniting Minds - VI A Inform, Empower and Advance - VI B Humanity First - VI C

Let’s be the Best - VII A

Optimal Use of Resources - VII C Happiness with a Difference - VIII A

Training Your Senses - VIII B Conservation of Resources - VIII C

Master Your Time - Master Your Life - IX Practice Makes Man Progressive - X

Lifeskills Overcoming Challenges - VII B

Martyrs’ Day
Tribute to India’s Heroes
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SPECIAL ASSEMBLIES

Toffees with Teachers 
Assembly by Coordinators Subject Integration 

Urdu Assembly

Rashtriya Ekta Diwas Sankranti

Hindi Diwas

Bastille Day

Celebrating Matru Bhasha - Telugu
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    Tree rings are among the most direct ways of measuring past climate because trees are sensitive to temperature, 
heat and rain. These rings serve as a journal for us on growth and progress.
 
    As we move into another revolution of the earth around the sun in 2020, we are progressing towards enhancing 
our learning, with a lot of hopes and dreams. 

    Just as tree rings depict the degree of growth of a plant every year, each formative year in the lives of our children 
shows us their growth in various areas like confidence, communication, knowledge, curiosity and physical stamina. A 
tree adds one ring to its trunk annually, but our children add several rings to their progress graph, each representing 
a personality trait. As educators we should ensure that our children develop another important ring in their growth---- 
emotional intelligence. We can achieve this by being aware of their emotions, share ours with them, and set bound-
aries for them to develop into complete, well- adjusted individuals.

Let us ring in a decade of growth!
Happy nurturing,

KAVITHA. M
COORDINATOR, PREPRIMARY – GRADE II

You can date the evolving life of a 
mind, like the age of a tree, by the 
rings of friendship formed by the 

expanding central trunk     

NURTURING TEAM

BEGINNER’S KIT

-- Mary McCarthy
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HANDS ON LEARNING

LEARNING TO COMPETE

Know your Transport Know about Shapes Windchime Making

Building BlocksYummy Fruit SaladPicture Time

Paint Your Imagination Cut and Paste Play with Clay

Let’s Make Our Own ToysSand Play TimeDo it Yourself

Show & Tell Fun with Clay Get Set Go
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FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL

EID

INDEPENDENCE DAY 

JANMASTHAMI

DIWALI
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CHILDREN’S DAY

WATER MELON DAY

GREEN WONDERS

Farm To Plate Kitchen Garden Shopping Spree

Sing with MeHealthy Home Remedies

Parts of a Plant Go Green Want Some Veggies?

Leafy Doodle
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PLAYFUL PINK!

GORGEOUS GREEN!

BLISSFUL BLUE!

YOUTHFUL YELLOW!

OPTIMISTIC ORANGE!

COLOUR YOUR DAY...
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Open House  is conducted to prove the saying ‘You learn something every 
day if you pay attention.’ Our tiny tots confidently delivered the concepts 
learnt during their classes.

OPEN HOUSE

Learn by Tracing Learn by Tracing Count & Match Before & After Numbers

Aesthetic World

Three Letter Words

Fantastic PhonicsInsectarium

It’s Play Time!

English Reading

Modes of Transport Seasons I Know My Friends Backward Counting

 Hindi Alphabet
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DSE Super Champs Sports Fest gave our tiny tots the chance to prove that they are the best! They participated in various 
competitions with zeal and zest. The march past presented by them was noteworthy.

SUPER CHAMPS - SPORTS FEST

FARMYARD TALES
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‘Children learn as they play. Most importantly in play children learn how to learn.’ Learning becomes memorable  when it 
comes with innovations. Numerous activites like Show and Tell, Role Play, See and Learn etc. were conducted throughout 
the year.

DO AND LEARN - I  & II

Step into the Grammar World

Describing A Cow

Reading in the Library Choosing Letters - Hindi

Germination of Seeds

Story Enactment Story Enactment

Plants Around Us - EVS

Fun with - MathTime - Math

Transport - EVSObserving

Hindi Alphabet

Animal Kindom

Abacus - Math
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Grade I presented a phenomenal show and were outstanding in bringing the animal kingdom on to the stage.
They enthralled the audience with a skit showcasing the story of a lion who made an elephant the ‘King of the Jungle’. 

ZOOTOPIA - GRADE I

Competent Compering

Elephantine Elegance

Camel Congo

Caw.. Caw.. Cawncert! Step it up with the giraffes

Mingle with the Jingle

Monkey Moves
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OPEN HOUSE - GRADE I

Animal Habitats Eat Healthy Hindi Recitation - Rasoighar

Hindi - Shareer ke Angh

Money Matters

Do you know subtraction? Rhyme it Right

Terrestrial Habitat Explore Time Varnamala - Activity

Sequencing a Story

Learning to Measure Song on Parts of Speech

Interesting Facts About 
Marine Life

Know your Continents
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The capacity to learn is a gift, the ability to learn is a skill and the willingness to learn is a choice. The kids  
proved that where there is a will there is a way. It was a proud moment for the parents to see their wards
explaining concepts confidently and understand their potential.

OPEN HOUSE - GRADE II

It’s Calendar Time

Name it Right

Tick Tick Time

I Can Read Well
Festivals of India

Fun with Patterns Brain Storming

Story Enactment

Know Your Body
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Nothing beats an exciting hands-on-experience to deepen 
learning. The magic of a field trip is not just the enhancement 
of the subject but the break in routine and adventure that 
opens up children’s minds to new things.

PUPPET SHOW

PLAY TIME - FUN TIME

LET’S EXPLORE

I Love My Activities
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ACTIVITY PAGE

How many words can you make using the letters below?

Fill in the missing numbers

F

I
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    I believe teaching leaves impressions on a child’s psyche, like rings on a tree. What you teach engraves itself in 
their impressionable minds forever. In the process of planting the seed of education and nurturing it into a tree of 
wisdom, primary education plays a vital role.

    A student’s progress from practising basic skills, to mastering them, and moving on to more complex skills, has 
its foundation in a strong primary education. It is the incubator for the next generation of leaders, thinkers and 
innovators. Education without values or edification will fall short of achieving its goal. Youngsters need to be taught 
how to use these skills for the welfare and betterment of all.

    Aristotle said, ‘Educating the mind without educating the heart is like no education at all.’

    This coming decade let us touch the heart of every child with the magic of holistic development and encourage 
them to spread their knowledge like the branches of a healthy tree.

RIMPA KRIPLANI
COORDINATOR GRADES III-V

Trees carry the memory of rainfall. 
In their rings we read ancient weather - storms, 
sunlight, and temperatures, the growing sea-
sons of centuries. A forest shares a history, 
which each tree remembers even after it has 
been felled.

-- Anne Michaels

INNOVATIVE TEAM
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The aim of this programme was to familiarise the parent as ‘partners in progress’. ‘A parent is a teacher at 
home and a teacher is a parent in school and the child is the centre of our universe’. 

PARENT ORIENTATION

Grades IX & X

Grades V - VIII

Child Safety by Team Masoom - Grades III & IV 

Connect with US - DSE Parent App
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Voting is not only our right, it is our power, so let us make the right choice. School elections are an opportunity 
for learning through practice.  

Interview of Candidates Canvassing

My Right Exercising our Franchise

Procedure of Voting

Choosing the right one

Prefectorial Board

SCHOOL ELECTIONS

INVESTITURE CEREMONY

Leadership is the capacity to translate vision into reality. Inculcating leadership qualities among the young 
is vital for creating great leaders of the future. A grand Investiture Ceremony was held for administering 
the oath and handing over the responsibilities to the democratically elected members of the student council. 
The ceremony signifies the reliance and confidence that the school confers upon the newly invested council 
members.
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Student Governing Council

Invocation DanceWelcome

Matching the footstepsMelodious Song

Honouring the Guests

Shouldering the responsibility Investing in the Best!Oath by Heads

Nukkad Natak - Yehi Hai Right Choice!
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MY-LOGUE

A Phase
  Albert Einstein once said, ‘Life is like riding a bicycle. 
To keep your balance you must keep moving.’ When 
you look at pictures of family and friends, you would 
have noticed a tremendous change from babyhood to 
adulthood. How did that happen? 
   Between the ages of eleven and thirteen, you be-
come capable of reproduction. This is the stage when 
you enter puberty and grow from a child into an adult. 
You will see changes in your body and will experience 
new emotions and feelings. Some days you are happy 
and some days you are very angry and lash out at 
everyone.
   Many young girls and boys who go through pu-
berty feel very insecure and confused. They become 
self-conscious about the way they walk, talk and 
dress. The body undergoes major changes; this is 
nothing to be ashamed of. These emotional and phys-
ical changes are hormonal. They settle down soon.
   The best way to deal with these changes is to talk 
about them. Your parents, an aunt or uncle that you 
are close to, or your teacher, can help you through 
this difficult phase. Talking about your feelings in-
stead of bottling them up, is the first step.

Imaira Sameia Ahmed, VIII A

The Money Trap
  In today’s fast paced world, everything is advancing 
and there are numerous developments in economy. It 
is difficult to understand money all at once. 
   When kids understand the significance of money, 
they can make better financial decisions as they grow. 
If they are given pocket money, they learn about fi-
nance indirectly and learn to save for future goals. For 
instance, a child interested in mechanics can save up 
to attend a camp on robotics. As children mature they 
need to shoulder more responsibilities and it helps if 
they already have some idea about managing money. 
Since they get their pocket money at regular intervals 
it prepares them for a salary that comes periodically. 
   Children should learn about investments early in life. 
Thirteen to fourteen year olds can use easy applica-
tions like ‘Beanstocks’ to invest in short term funds. 
This helps them to understand concepts such as per-
centage, profit and loss, and fundamental concepts of 
math and currency. This will teach them to be respon-
sible with their money and use it judiciously.
    Hence, giving children pocket money will help in 
nurturing responsible and independent young people.

  
 Sameeha Yasmin, VII B

Not a Drop to Drink!
We all know how important water is and yet we 
waste it. Water is essential for all animals and 
humans. We can stay alive without food for a few 
days but we will die without water.
The following tips can help us to conserve water:
• Use a bucket and mug for bathing instead of tak-
ing showers. You can save up to 80% of the water 
you use.
• Close the tap while brushing your teeth or 
shaving.
• During festivals like Holi, play with dry colours 
instead of water.
• Collect the water used for washing fruits and veg-
etables to water the plants.
Water is the most precious gift of Nature. If we do 
not save water now, there will not be a single drop 
left!

Sai Anushka Chithirala, V B

The ‘In Thing’
    In the current world, technology is a vital factor. With each passing day we see a new type of software or 
gadget in the market; each improves our lives in some way and makes everything easier.
   The use of technology is becoming increasingly important in the education sector. The more technology advanc-
es, the more benefits it provides to students. For those of us who are visual learners this is a big boon. Projectors 
connected to computers in the classroom make for better learning. A number of programs have been developed 
such as online quizzes and tests, and challenging games, that make the learning process more
interesting.
   Technology is the ‘in thing’ in today’s world and is necessary in each and every aspect of our lives, especially the  
field  of education.  Being ‘tech savvy’ certainly is an advantage in the job market. Technology is here  to  stay. 

M. Karthikeya, IX A

Hard Work - Mantra of Success
I believe that hard work is the key to success, the 
magic mantra. To succeed one must endure the 
challenges life presents and work to overcome 
them, to be the best possible person one can be.
  This is not to impress others; it is to achieve your 
own goals. Hours of toil and diligence are the key 
to success. Michael Phelps, the greatest Olympian 
of all times, is the epitome of dedication and rig-
orous training. You should follow his example and 
strive towards your goals constantly. If you follow 
this magic mantra, you will never fail.
     

K. Aashraya, X B  
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On the DSE Train….
  When you think about your school what comes to 
your mind? To me, school is about studies, teachers, 
fun and friends. 
     My journey at DSE began when I was eight years 
old. I was in the fourth grade. I was a shy girl and did 
not speak with anyone. I was afraid of the teachers 
too. 
      The teachers helped me to mingle with the other 
students and make friends. They told me there was 
nothing to worry about and soon I adapted to the new 
environment. 
     As I grew up and moved to the higher grades I 
made many dear friends along the way. I thank my 
teachers for their encouragement and support and for 
paving my way through DSE with comfort. 
      Delhi School of Excellence is like a second home 
to me and I am going to miss it terribly.  

Mahita Lingampally, X A

Teach it Right
   Everyone has his or her own unique style of learning. 
Some learn from reading books while others prefer to 
watch videos online for the same. Rote learning was 
prevalent for a long time, and learning methods have 
changed with the times, but unfortunately the school-
ing system has remained the same. Why is this so?
   Gandhiji had given more importance to practical 
learning but not all schools have adopted this ap-
proach. A lot of time is spent in teaching theories but 
practical training is far more useful and helps in 
retaining information. 
    To be successful and in order to generate more 
employment, the education system has to change to 
suit the needs of this tech savvy world. This issue has 
to be addressed by one and all. The goal of education 
should be overall growth for all.

Sania Yasmin, X A

Not So Private
The process of turning over government owned 
properties or businesses to private holders is known 
as privatisation. Now, is this a good thing? Here is 
my opinion on this.
  Multi National Corporations or MNC’s play a major 
role in privatisation. Many people are attracted by 
big brand names; wearing or using branded items 
is a status symbol. People believe that a well known 
brand name ensures good quality. I do not agree 
with this view. The diverse effects of privatisation 
are many. People lose their jobs as there is no job 
security offered. As expenses rise day by day peo-
ple cannot afford to live comfortably. They cannot 
afford to buy expensive items.  
  In this scenario, the rich may be profited but the 
poor remain poor. Poverty levels increase in the 
country. The multi nationals become richer but the 
revenue earned by the government decreases as it 
has no role to play.
    This is not the case with government organi-
sations. There is job security which is a huge ad-
vantage. Better job opportunities are created and 
there is development in the country; the GDP level 
increases. The government also provides schemes 
to benefit the poor, like ration cards and subsidies 
for health care to help them to live better lives. 
      Hence, I feel that privatisation is not good for 
a country.

P. Aaryan Arjun, X B

Heart Beats
    The head or your mind, is regarded as the seat of 
knowledge while real wisdom and empathy are direct-
ly located within the heart. We all know that the head 
may suggest one way to resolve an issue while the 
heart prescribes a different option.
  One of the most clichéd phrases heard is, ‘follow 
your heart.’ Unfortunately the heart does not have a 
loud, booming voice that resounds from the heavens 
and tells us exactly what to do! Nor does it hang sign-
boards or wave banners in front of us. So, how do we 
know which of our inner voices to listen to, or whether 
we are listening to our hearts or our heads? 
   We are born with a natural inclination to follow our 
hearts. A baby makes its decisions based on how it 
feels; if it is happy it giggles, if it is hungry or angry, 
it cries and screams. It wastes no time in worrying 
about how ridiculous it is to be laughing one second 
and wailing the next! 
  Over time we lose this natural ability to just handle 
life based on bodily cues because we become aware 
of ‘social norms’. We discover that certain behaviours 
are appropriate and certain others are not. We begin 
to alter our personalities to suit the expectations of 
society, family and friends. We mull over our deci-
sions from their perspective of what is good, bad or 
acceptable. This is the result of all the programming 
of our brains, which is a collection of the data from 
television, parents, culture, and the books we have 
read etc. 
    Since the mind is divisive in nature, it labels each 
decision as right or wrong, good or bad. While the 
heart KNOWS what to do the mind THINKS it knows 
what to do..and then it is not sure, then sure again!! 
Listen to your heart because that little voice in your 
head is confused. Trust yourself and be honest with 
yourself. This will make all things possible to achieve.

K. Aashraya, X B
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A Faithful Friend

The Three Friends

The Magic Pen

      Once upon a time, there lived three friends, Ramu, Somu and Bheemu. They all studied in the same 
school. In the beginning they liked going to school but all of a sudden Bheemu began to hate school. 
He stopped going to school and even his parents were not able to make him go.
      Ramu and Somu attended school regularly, studied hard, got good marks and passed out of school. 
They grew up and became managers of big companies. Sadly, it was a different story with Bheemu. 
     One day, Bheemu was sitting under a tree and crying because he did not have a job. A blue car passed 
by. It stopped a little distance away and reversed towards him and stopped in front of him. Ramu was 
driving the car and his friend Somu was sitting beside him. They got out of the car and greeted Bheemu. 
      Ramu asked, ‘’Bheemu, why are you crying?’’ Somu patted Bheemu and said, ‘’Tell us. We’re your 
friends.’’ Bheemu replied, ‘’Both of you have good jobs and are earning money. I have no job and no 
money. If I had studied hard like you, today I wouldn’t be facing this problem.’’
       Hearing this, Ramu said, ‘’Go and study now. It’s never too late!’’ 
    ‘’But I don’t have money to pay the fees. How can I study?’’ said Bheemu sadly.
      Somu smiled and replied, ‘’I will pay half the fees and Ramu will pay half. That way you can 
complete your studies and get a good job.’’
      Bheemu could not believe his ears! This time he did not lose this opportunity. He worked 
hard and found a good job too! He was very thankful that he had such good friends. He also 
understood the importance of getting a good education.

  Yaksha Kintala, V B

     Once upon a time there lived a girl called 
Pinky. She lived with her parents in a small hut. 
They were very poor. 
     Pinky was an honest, well behaved child. She 
dreamed of living in a big house with many com-
forts, like her rich friends. She prayed to god to 
fulfil her wishes.
      One day, while she was playing under a tree, 
she found a golden pen. The pen was shining 
brightly. Pinky picked it up and took it home and 
showed it to her parents joyfully. After that she 
sat down and used the pen to draw a beautiful 
palace. There was a flash of light and all of a sud-
den the tiny hut turned into a huge palace! Pinky 
and her parents were surprised and happy. Then 
Pinky drew a big plateful of food. Immediately a 
plateful of food appeared in front of them! 
    All of them realised that this magic was hap-
pening because of the golden pen. Pinky knew 
that her prayers had been answered and she had 
found a ‘wish fulfilling’ pen. She used the pen to 
draw things that they needed, and also to help 
other poor people. 
     Pinky and her family lived happily and 
comfortably ever after.   

Renu Sai C, IV B

     Once upon a time, there lived a rich man called 
Richard. He had a dog called Marie. 
     Unfortunately, Richard did not care much about 
his pet, Marie. He was always angry with her and 
was mean to her but Marie never showed any sad-
ness or anger towards her master. She was always 
happy even though he did not give her proper food 
to eat. Whenever Richard went out, Marie would 
go out in search of food. She looked inside gar-
bage bins and other places for something to eat. 
   One day, Richard became sick. He got very high 
fever and could not get up from his bed. Marie 
somehow managed to open the refrigerator and 
pull out some bread for her master. Then she 
dragged the medicine box with her teeth and put it 
next to him. She also ran to the neighbour’s house 
and barked until someone came out. She dragged 
the neighbour to her master. With all this help and 
love from Marie, Richard became well soon. Rich-
ard felt ashamed of his behaviour and from that 
day onwards he began to treat his faithful dog with 
love and care.

  
Rishika Agarwal, V B

ROUND FABLE CONFERENCE
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A Surprise in a Box

Rohan and the Three-Headed Dog

      Once there was a kid called Jack who just loved dogs. He always wanted a pet dog but his mother said, 
“Till we move to an independent house, NO DOGS!!!’’
      One morning, on his way to school, Jack saw an injured puppy and his heart melted away like a river. 
He picked up the puppy and washed its wounds. Then he gave it some water to drink and even shared a 
piece of his sandwich from his lunch box. The little puppy soon felt better. Jack left him in a safe place and 
went to school. 
     In class, all Jack could think about was the puppy. He thought Bruno would be a catchy name for him. 
After school, he ran home quickly and got some more food and water for Bruno. They played happily 
together and then Jack went home.
      Day by day, Jack and Bruno began to love each other more and more. Playing every day in the eve-
ning became a routine for Jack and Bruno. This had been going on for a few weeks. Jack’s mother, Suzy, 
became suspicious about the empty lunchbox, because Jack never finished his food at school. She decided 
to follow Jack after he came home. She observed him carefully and found out about Bruno, the sandwich 
feeding and the playing. Suzy went home and thought about what she had seen. She had a wonderful 
idea! When Jack returned, she pretended that she had been at home all evening. 
     It was Jack’s birthday the following week. He was very happy because he was turning ten! As soon 
as he woke up his mother and father yelled, ‘’Happy birthday Jack!!!’’ He hugged his parents tightly and 
kissed them. Suzy said, ‘’Look under the bed, Jack. There’s a surprise there for you!’ Jack peeped under 
the bed and saw a white box with holes on the lid. He lifted it; it was heavy and wobbly! Jack placed it on 
the bed and opened it. Bruno jumped out of the box, barking madly! He licked Jack from head to toe! Jack 
was really surprised and thrilled!

      Suzy even had a brand new collar for Bruno, with the words, ‘Bruno My Friend’ 
written on it. It was the best birthday ever for Jack. He thanked his parents and ran 
out to play with his dear friend Bruno!
                                                                       

Sai Anushka Chithirala, V B
 

        One day, a boy named Rohan was walking to school. On the way he saw a strange sight. Standing in 
front of him and staring at him, was an astonishing creature ---- a three-headed dog!!
        Rohan was terribly frightened. He ran as fast as he could to the nearest police station. He met the 
inspector and told him what he had seen. Inspector Harsha (that was his name) did not believe that a three 
headed dog could exist!!He thought that Rohan was lying so that he could bunk school. Rohan asked inspec-
tor Harsha to come and see the three-headed dog for himself.
        Unfortunately, when they reached the spot where Rohan had seen this dog, it was not there! It had 
disappeared! Inspector Harsha was very angry with Rohan for wasting his precious time and scolded him. 
The inspector warned Rohan and told him not to repeat this kind of behaviour. After that he dropped Rohan 
outside the school and went away. 
         Rohan was very upset during class. He was not attentive at all and could not concentrate. His teachers 
were surprised to see him like that and asked him what had happened. The only answer Rohan gave was, 
‘’Nothing ma’am.’’
         At 3 o’clock the bell rang and Rohan began to walk back home. On the way, near an old house, he 
again saw the three-headed dog. This time it was barking loudly! Then it began to chase him. Rohan ran 
really fast and managed to escape. He ran inside his house and told his parents all that 
had happened. He told them about the dog, the police and how the dog had chased him. 
His parents began to laugh loudly and Rohan woke up suddenly from a deep sleep. He 
realised that he had been dreaming! 
         Is the story over? No! Rohan saw a tiny creature standing in the corner. It said, “One 
day, your dream will come true!” Now Rohan is worried!

                                                                                                  Saisree, V B
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The Black Cave

Lost in the Jungle

   Once upon a time, on the outskirts of Maharash-
tra, a competition was organised. It was a danger-
ous one as the competitors had to pass through a 
cave which no one had ever entered. There were 
three rivals competing for the gold medal and a 
cash prize of fifty thousand rupees.
   One of the contestants was a boy called Rahul. 
He was a very kind hearted and caring person. He 
was not really interested in winning the medal or 
even the cash prize; instead he wanted an adven-
ture wherein he could explore this mysterious cave. 
On the other hand, the other two opponents, Nikhil 
and Ram, badly wanted to win. They were willing to 
destroy anyone who stood in their way.
   The competition started and the three set off 
on their quest. They carried their backpacks with 
food and water and other necessities. Rahul took 
the early lead, moving forward anxiously with his 
torch in his hand. As they walked, the cave became 
darker and darker, until there was complete dark-
ness and nothing was visible anymore.
   Suddenly, Rahul stepped on something sharp; it 
pierced his foot and he shouted in pain. It was so 
dark that he could not see what he had stepped on. 
He started walking and the same thing happened 
again! He bent down, and feeling around with his 
hands, he picked up all the sharp things he could 
find. He was worried that these pointed objects 
would hurt Nikhil and Ram as well. He got so busy 
in removing these things from the cave that he lost 
his lead and unfortunately, the competition too. 
   Ram emerged the winner and was very happy 
with his cash prize and medal. Even though Ram 
lost the competition he felt no regret. He was 
happy that his friends were not injured. 
   After going home and resting for a while he opened 
his backpack. He had dropped the objects in there. 
He saw something shining brightly inside the bag. 
He took out the sharp objects and realised that they 
were actually diamonds! He was thrilled to discover 
that he had a bag full of precious diamonds worth 
millions of rupees!  
   He became very rich and famous but he never 
forgot that his kindness was the reason for his suc-
cess.

Mohit Goyal, VII C

    One day, I was walking in the jungle. I walked 
and walked till I got tired. When I stopped I saw 
that I was lost. I could not find my way home.
    I cried and cried till I got tired. Then I stopped 
crying and started walking sadly in the jungle. I 
thought I was lost once and for all!
    While walking I saw some clear sand. I rushed 

into the sand. There was a river beside 
the sand. I washed my face with the 
cool water and then drank some also. 
Suddenly I saw a horse also drinking 
water. I asked him the way back home. 
He showed me the way. 

     I thanked the kind horse and finally 
reached home safely.

                                                                                             
Mekala Vansh, II B

Laura’s Wish
    Laura was a little girl who loved to eat pancakes 
but her mother could not afford to make them ev-
ery day. 
    One day, Laura saw some boys chasing a but-
terfly. She felt sorry for the butterfly and drove 
the boys away. “Leave the poor butterfly alone!” 
she yelled. The boys ran away. When Laura turned 
around, she saw that the butterfly had turned into 
a fairy! 
   “You saved my life, Laura. I shall give you a mag-
ic pan that will make pancakes for you until you tell 
it to stop!” Laura thanked the fairy and went home. 
She found the magic pan in her kitchen. She said, 
“Make some pancakes,” and the pan immediately 
made delicious pancakes. “Stop!” said Laura, and 
the pan stopped making pancakes.
    One morning, Laura’s mother borrowed the pan 
and asked it to make a pancake for her. She ate it 
but forgot to say “Stop!’’ to the pan. It continued 
making pancakes until the house was full of them. 
The wonderful smell of the pancakes reached out-
side. Laura came running home and was surprised 
to see hundreds of pancakes everywhere.
    She yelled, ‘’Stop!’’ Then she sold the pancakes 
and became rich. She grew up and became a chef. 
She opened a restaurant called ‘The Magic Pan’.
       The fairy appeared again and told Laura, “Your 
kindness has come back to you.’’

Pasuparthi Laiba, V B
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The Ghost of Number 84

What is Real?

Suddenly, a hand reached out from the shadows 
and grabbed her by the shoulder as she stood up. 
Emma screamed in terror but the ghost clapped a 
hand over her mouth. She kicked out at wherever 
she thought the ghost was, and the grip on her 
mouth and shoulder loosened. She took the op-
portunity and ran, but she hadn’t gone ten steps 
forward when she bumped into the coffee table 
and fell headlong onto the floor. 
    Emma lay completely still, too afraid to even 
look up, her face in her hands. The spook would 
be advancing on her any second now; the evil 
spirit would kill her any minute now! Then, she 
heard a sound. It was laughter! She wondered if 
she was hallucinating. She pinched herself on the 
nose to make sure she was not dreaming. Emma 
slowly raised her head. She could see the switch 
for the light on the wall in front of her. She hauled 
herself up, snapped the light on and looked 
around fearfully, expecting to see a ghost. But 
instead, lying on the floor in front of her, laughing 
hysterically, was her sister! Emma noticed that 
there was a white sheet lying next to her sister. 
She could have almost died with relief!
       It had all been a prank.                                                          
 

Abhinandana Pendyala, VI C

    Thud! Something had suddenly fallen off the 
bookshelf in the living room of number 84, Willow 
Street. Number 84 was owned by a rich business-
man, Will Griffiths, who lived there with his wife 
Helena Griffiths and his two daughters, Annie and 
Emma.
    Number 84 was a gigantic mansion with three 
floors in all. It was very old and there were ru-
mours among the neighbours that it was haunt-
ed. Mr. and Mrs. Griffiths did not believe in ghosts 
and thought of the rumours as nothing more than 
nonsense. So did their elder daughter, twelve 
year old Annie, but nine year old Emma certainly 
did believe in ghosts and was terrified of them. 
This was precisely the reason why she woke up, 
petrified, when something fell off the living room 
bookshelf. 
Emma got out of bed to wake her sister who 
slept across the living room. She had no idea that 
whatever had just made the noise was mere feet 
away from her! Emma slowly walked across the 
room, trembling from head to toe. As she was 
walking by the bookshelves she tripped over the 
book which had fallen down earlier. 

    “Giselle! Giselle!’’ The voices echoed in the woods. Earlier that day, Giselle had gone 
missing in the woods. She had taken her dog there for a walk. When Giselle did not return, 
her parents went looking for her.
    They reached a clearing in the woods where they found a decrepit looking doll. It was a 
scary sight: covered in mud and coal, and lying under a tall tree. Giselle’s parents, Jane and 
Adam, thought it might be their daughter’s and picked it up to take it home. But as soon as 
they did that, they felt a strange sensation and everything around them felt creepy. They 
hurriedly dropped the doll and rushed back to call the police. The police investigated around 
the house and also the woods but found no trace of Giselle.
       Jane was inconsolable. She became hysterical and began to throw and break things. All of a sudden 
they heard a loud knock on the bedroom wall. They entered the room to see who had knocked and were 
horrified to see the same doll from the woods lying behind the closet! They were terrified and began to run 
away in great fear. They shouted for help and their neighbours, the nosy Mrs. Emmeline and grumpy Mr. 
Robert came to their aid. They offered Giselle’s parents food and water and asked them what had happened. 
They were curious about Giselle and asked several questions about her. 
    All of a sudden, Jane caught sight of a mud covered, blood stained piece of cloth on Mrs. Emmeline’s 
dining table. When she asked about it, Emmeline became scared and started to stammer. Jane was sure 
the cloth had something to do with Giselle. She grabbed the piece of cloth and realised with a shock that 
it was from Giselle’s dress! She turned to call her husband but saw him lying unconscious on the floor. The 
neighbours had disappeared. She could see traces of blood leading towards a door and followed them. On 
opening the door she found Giselle lying on the bed. Next to her was the same strange doll.
    Jane snatched up her daughter in her arms and ran out of the house. She could see Robert and Emmeline 
chasing her. Robert had an axe in his hand! Jane ran as fast as she could with her unconscious daughter in 
her arms. Finally she could not run anymore and sat down under a tree. Her heart was pounding and she 
could hear loud footsteps coming towards her. She closed her eyes to pray for help and woke up with a start! 
She was in her own bed, Giselle on her right and Adam on her left.
     Was it all just a bad dream? Then, she saw a doll on the floor……….

 Sarah Shariff, VII B
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    Once there lived a boy called Amit. He was ten 
years old. One day, Amit’s mother, Mansi, went to 
meet her aunt. She was gone several hours. 
    Amit began to feel hungry. After waiting for his 
mother for a long time he decided to go to a fast 
food place near his house. He ordered his favour-
ite pizza and sat down on a chair to wait. 
    Suddenly, the chair began to shake. Amit was 
puzzled at first and looked down at the chair. He 
tried to make it stop shaking but instead of stop-
ping the chair took off like an aeroplane! Amit was 
terrified and tried to make the chair stop flying. 
He stood up in the seat and the chair fell down 
with a crash. Amit got hurt because of the fall. 
    Amit’s friend Rakesh was also in the same place 
when Amit got hurt. He heard the loud crash and 
came running to help Amit.           
    He picked him up and took him home. Mansi 
came home and was shocked to see that Amit was 
hurt. ‘’What happened? How did you get so badly 
hurt?’’ she asked.                                                                           

    Amit told her about the strange flying chair. 
She could not believe her ears and scolded Amit 
for telling lies.      
    After a while, Amit and Mansi heard a noise 
coming from the balcony. They looked out and 
saw that the flying chair had landed there. Mansi 
quickly sat in the chair and it started flying at 
once! Mansi held the armrests of the chair tightly 
and yelled, ‘’STOP!’’ The chair landed gently in 
the balcony and she got out of the chair. 
    First, she apologised to Amit for not believ-
ing him. Next, she called the garbage collector 
to come and take away the chair. She told him 
to throw it somewhere far away. He agreed and 
left with the chair in 
the van.
    Amit and Mansi felt 
safe and went home 
happily.
                                                                                     
Bhavya Rathi, IV A

Honest Pocket Money

The Flying Chair

   Shalini was from an orthodox family. Her parents believed that girls should not be sent to school and 
that they should be married off at a young age. Though Shalini wanted to get an education, she was not 
lucky enough to go to school.
    Shalini had a very loving grandmother. Her grandmother did not agree with the views of her children. 
She used to secretly give Shalini twenty rupees whenever she met her. One day Shalini’s father found out 
about this and he flogged Shalini with a cane. ‘’You cannot take money from elders!’’ he shouted.
   Shalini was heartbroken and wished that her grandmother could see what had happened to her. The 
next day her grandmother fell seriously ill and had to be taken to the hospital. She was on her death bed. 
She wanted to meet Shalini. 
   When Shalini reached the hospital, her grandmother pulled her close and whispered in her ear, ’’Write 
down this address: Rajeshwari Nagar, Neela Bungalow, Old Town.’’ Shalini was astounded, but she wrote 
it down anyway. Her grandmother continued whispering,’’ He has all my money. Go to him every day and 
collect twenty rupees from him. He knows about you. I trust him. But remember, save the money; don’t 
waste it. It will come in useful.’ Saying this, the old lady died. 
    For some days Shalini wondered what to do. Finally she decided to go and see this mysterious man. He 
was kind hearted and he was expecting her. He gave her twenty rupees and told her to collect the money 
from him every day. For the next twenty years Shalini collected the money every single day. She did not 
waste a single rupee. She invested the money carefully with the help of the same man. She did all this 
secretly.
   Shalini got married and was staying with her own family. One day she got to know that her father had 
lost all his money and that her parents were now homeless. She took out all the money that she had 
invested and paid her father’s debts. She still had plenty of money left because she had learnt how to be 
careful with it.
    When Shalini’s father came to know about his daughter’s help, he felt ashamed for having flogged her 
with a cane and not sending her to school. Her parents both apologised to her and asked her to forgive 
them. Kind hearted Shalini forgave them and they started a school for poor girls with the money she had 
saved.

Sarah Shariff, VII B
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Diwali
The last time I burst crackers
They lit up the sky like stars!

The ground chakras climbed the hills
Like a bulldozer climbing to the moon!

The flower pots were wild and bright.
Not at all mild like the night.

Grandpa burst Lakshmi bombs
They glared at me, like an angry sun!

P. Sampath Pranav, III B

The Balloon
I have a balloon,

It flies up and down.
It floats in water,
It is filled with air.

It helps me to exercise
And be fit and healthy.

Thank you balloon!

Udita Utkarshini, I B

I am a Little Student
(Inspired by, I’m a Little Teapot)

I am a little student,
Short and smart.
This is my class

And these are the charts.
When my teacher teaches,

I hear her out
To grab all the knowledge

That she gives out!    

Zoya Khan, II A

My Shadow, My Clone
It never leaves me alone,

It is my clone.
It follows me all day,

Because of the sun’s rays.

It’s absent in the night,
Unless there’s light.

It even has my graceful flair
It just isn’t fair!

Time changes its position,
Black is its complexion.

Found on beach or meadow,
This black beauty is my shadow!

Ridhi , VIII C

The Early Morn
The sun will soon rise,
And we will soon arise.

Just in time,
The wind starts to chime.

The sky turns a lighter blue,
The morning rains with dew.

The chirping of birds,
Will soon be heard.

This is the time,
That is most pleasant,

The start of day,
For businessman or peasant.

When all keep
 Their worries at bay,

And think of
Having a peaceful day!

Ridhi, VIII C

Blue  
I love blue 

And all its shades
Blue is the deep sea

And curly waves.
It is the summer morning

It is the winter night
It is cool water 
And fresh air.

Safa Ali Khan, II A

Nature’s Gifts
The sun is shining,

The sky is blue.
The birds are flying,

In the breeze so cool.

Mother Nature tries her best
To give only beautifulness…

But Man is such a pest,
Gives her nothing but a mess!!

Let’s give her the best present
A clean, green environment.
Air that is fresh and pure,

That Man and Nature can endure.

Md. Abdullah Quadri, VIII B

The Deep Blue Ocean
The deep blue ocean,
With fish in motion

The water full of salt,
On the coast the waves halt.
Habitat of aquatic animals
Including many mammals

Some live on the water’s top
Others, on the ocean floor stop.

Alas! Due to water pollution
Oceans are seas of contamination!

They are our life source
Stop them dying in due course!

Ridhi , VIII C

ONCE UPON A RHYME

What is Pink? 
Pink is happiness

Pink is a fresh rose
Pink is strawberry ice cream

Pink is cotton candy
Stuffed in my face.

Pink is a sunset
on the beach.

Saubhagya Agarwal, II C
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Nature

It’s a beautiful day,
What can I say?

The magpies chatter
While dewdrops spatter.

The woods are green
What a beautiful scene!

The sun is high
Like an eagle in the sky.

My heart jumps with joy
Like every girl and boy.

Nature has power to heal
Explore it with great zeal!

Aamya Vashist, VI B

It’s Wide, It’s Big,
 It’s the Ocean!

   
The wide, big ocean,

It’s deep and in motion:
The waves never halt
And it’s not their fault!
The deadliest of fish

Would disappear, I wish!
But the voice of the sea

Is stuck within me!

Amal Hussain, VII A

I wish there was a Chocolate Land,
I’d go there every day.

I’d dance beneath the fudgy sun,
And bask in chocolate rays!

I’d sail around the cocoa lake,
In a giant chocolate boat,

I’d dine on candy treats and bite,
The butt of a chocolate goat!

I’d swing from cocoa trees,
Or perhaps snooze in their shade,
Maybe dig up the cocoa ground,

With my peppermint spade.

Be first up the chocolate mountain,
And make sticky, chocolate art,
Jump in the chocolate fountain.

To take a chocolate bath!

I’d hike up the white chocolate hill,
Eating sweet treats all the way,

Slide down the chocolate waterfall,
Down to the chocolate bay!

I’d fly around in a cocoa aeroplane,
I’d slurp up chocolate lush,

Never get chocolate off my brain,
And end with a sugar rush!!

Chocolate Land!
Inspired by the original

Amal Hussain, VII A
Ridhi R, VIII C

Technology   --- Boon or Bane?
Technology: a boon or a bane?

Depends how you use it
Build a plane, or a crane
Be careful not to misfit.

You may achieve a greater cause,
May reach beyond your limits

Could possibly result in great loss
Or destroy you in minutes!

Beware this unseen adversary
It may foretell your demise

This may sound scary
But it’s definitely a surprise!

Farhan Firdausi, VIII B

Papa
You’re my favourite person,
You are my best friend too.
You spend time with me,

And play games too.
You’re my role model,
I’ll always admire you.

I’ll learn from you,
To be good and true.

Arnav KR, I A

A Beautiful Sight

It was a beautiful night
It was very bright

The moon was shining
The stars dancing

All enjoying the moonlight
Silence all around

As the sun rose to spread,
Its warmth and light.

Zainab Fatimah, VI B

Lovely Evening
The sun is setting
The moon is rising
Birds in their nests

Are settling.
Animals to their homes

Are returning.
People are relaxing

After a day’s hard working.
I too am playing

After a busy morning.
Oh! It’s a lovely evening!

Zoya Khan, II A
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Age

When I was one
I had fun.

When I was two
I didn’t know what to do.

When I was three
I was free.

When I was four
I used to snore.
When I was five
I used to fight.
When I was six
I used to fix.

When I was seven
My favourite number was 

eleven.
When I was eight

I constantly checked the date.
When I was nine

Everything was fine.
When I was ten
I finally got to 

Use a pen!

Anaum Fatima, IV B

Think Like A Scientist

I want to think like a scientist
Observing animals, earth and sky.
I want to ask good questions----

Wonder how, what and why.
I want to make smart guesses,
Hypothesise what and when---
I want to do cool experiments

Test my thinking again and again!

I want to write up all my data,
Record pictures, charts or words----
I want to think through all I’ve done

Draw conclusions from what I’ve learned.
Wondering, asking, testing, concluding,

This is what scientists do---
If you want to think like a scientist

Then you must do them too!

Risha Gupta, VI A
Mystic Mind

A never ending journey, frantic and frenzied
A never ending quest, bustling with zest

Mystic mind…. you’re never at rest!
Questions to ponder, never ceases to wonder

Unending queries, affairs to consider
Mystic mind….you’re never at rest!

Even in slumber anxious, even awake, curious
Every step tense, every moment dense

Mystic mind….you’re never at rest!
Your actions surreal, temperament mercurial

Never afraid, ever alive
Mystic mind….you’re never at rest!

At times in a trance, or hysterical dance
Hard to hold you in place or confine in space

Mystic mind….you’re never at rest!
Your limits not known, boundaries unknown
You have your own ways, dock in mysterious 

bays
Mystic mind….you’re never at rest!

In search of light, bravely you fight
In search of right, go beyond your might

Mystic mind….you’re never at rest!

Virat K, VIII A

Nature’s Fury

Glaring, flaming, fiery and fuming---
Torrid, scorching, searing, sweltering

Hot winds burn up the sheen
Blister, boil, savage the skin!

Tarnished, parched, dreary and dry---
Plight of tongues as arid as the sky

Cries of birds, woes of the wild
Melting of bergs, famine in fields

Furious Nature showering her rage---
Awaiting solace from her fearsome blaze
Hoping for retreat from volcanic engulf

Praying for rain to drench myself

Craving thunder, yearning for hail---
Rainbows and puddles, paper boats to sail

Lilies blooming, as butterflies romance
 Heavenly drizzle for peacocks to dance.

                                                                                                
Virat K, VIII A
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Decimals
Learning decimals is easy as can be,

Give it a try, and you’ll agree.
Read numbers separately after the dot.

Go on, give it a shot.

Like terms, are easy to add,
Ignore the dot, don’t go mad!

Turn unlike into like, by adding zero,
In this case, it’s the hero!

No need to slog day and night,
Learn decimals without a fight!
It isn’t hard at all, you’ll see,
And all this, is thanks to me!

Amal Hussain, VII A

The Wondrous World of Math
Math is like a scrumptious bun
Filled with new things to learn.

Mr. X, the unknown one
Proved to be mysterious and fun.
Fractions and Decimals had a fight

Who’s the best? You decide!
Mental Math makes us sharp
Like a book, up to the mark.
It’s time to shine like a star

As Math begins to rule our hearts…

Manvi Chowdhury, VII B

How to Conquer Algebra
Linear equations! Aren’t they tough!!

Try and try, that’s enough.
Find what’s linear, what’s equation,
No more trouble on any occasion!

Just 2 numbers and an = sign,
It’s that easy! So why whine?

Be not afraid of this little problem
Once it’s solved, you’ll feel awesome!

It’s just algebra--- don’t fret.
You’ll get it real quick, I bet!

Finding ‘x’ is your real objective.
Find that and you’ll be a detective!

Farhan Firdausi,, VIII  B

Pizzaa!
I love pizza.

Made by mummy
It’s so yummy

And fills my tummy.
I like pizza 

It’s easy to make
And cheesy to bake.

I’ll go to Italy
To eat pizza

With my family.
Nischay Agrawal, I C

Grandma’s Kitchen
I remember the lovely time

When she was my partner in crime.
We would pull pranks together
I thought it would last forever!

Endless supply of delicious bakes
The best frosting on cakes

The air was filled with aroma
In the wonderful kitchen of Grandma!

 
Amal Hussain, VII A

My Better Half
She never leaves my side,
We have nothing to hide.

Without her I wouldn’t be here
She helps me overcome my fears.

She always has my back
Never lets me slack

She loves me the most
And makes a great roast!

She is not my sister,
She’s my mother!

Together we cry and laugh,
After all, she’s my better half!

Ridhi, VIII C
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The past is lost; it can never change,
Footsteps taken are never regained.

Lessons were learnt from failure,
Each sacrifice made us better.

It’s why we try harder than ever,
To give our lives meaning.

The past is history, let’s move on;
Once we smiled, once we cried.

The present will soon be the past,
So let’s make this happiness last!
Let us live the best life we can,
And not be just an ‘also ran.’

Amal Hussain, VII A

There’s a photo frame on the wall,
In the great, old, spooky hall,

It gave Rinda the creeps,
To see the portrait of Mrs. Weeps.

Mrs. Weeps, was the mistress forlorn,
Of the mansion from ages bygone.

She’d been dead a long time,
Death caused by a big green lime.

Mrs. Weeps, on her way down the stair,
To her gloomy, secret, creepy lair,

Stepped on the great fat lime,
Slid to her death, in her prime.

Her skin was fair as snow,
Eyes red as charcoal aglow,

Nails long and yellow like corn,
Her death, none did mourn.
Legend says her wild soul,
In violent fury does roll,

In the old mansion of yore,
Where she died in gore.

She haunted the place day and night,
Hot or cold, black or white,

Into this mansion moved Rinda,
With her cat, bat and Linda.

Linda and Rinda, the best of friends,
Unafraid of the mightiest fiends,
On meeting Mrs. Weeps’ ghost,

Of courage could not boast.
They faced their fears,

Called Father John Tears,
To banish this ghoul,

He let out a howl.
The ghost was standing,
Behind on the landing,

They cried, ‘What do you want?’
‘This place you cannot haunt!’

Mrs. Weeps replied in style,
Which made Linda smile,

She asked for a lime,
At the scene of the crime.

Her anger in the lime she put,
And squashed it underfoot,
And said, ‘I want to rest,

On Mt. Everest.’
So they buried the lime,

After a climb,
And lived in unison,

In the big old mansion.

The Rhyme of the Lime

Soumya Pranavi Palepu, X B

Daily Life
We go to bed before we sleep,
Wake up to the same routine.

I wonder where it is……
I know it’s here somewhere,

My normal life’s destiny.
If I feel, it’s only for me,

We are born and live like this.
Happiness, pride, life…...

Will repeat endlessly,
Until eternal sleep.

I must find the meaning,
But no dictionary can help.

I don’t know if I can….
Ever find my destiny,

Or the meaning of Life.

Nirvan Aggarwal
IX A

The Past   
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   I really enjoyed reading The Twits, by Roald Dahl. 
My favourite character is Roly-Poly bird. He has 
beautiful wings and likes to travel. He is also kind, 
helpful and brave. The most enjoyable part is when 
the Twits get the ‘dreaded shrinks’ because of too 
much weight from above. 

   I recommend reading this book as it is humorous 
and will make you laugh. Roald Dahl writes won-
derful books and poems for children and one of his 
most famous books is, ‘Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory’.

   Some of the characters in this story are Matilda, 
Michael, Mr. and Mrs. Wormwood, Miss Honey, Miss 
Trunch Bull.

   Matilda Wormwood is an extraordinary genius 
with foolish parents. She loves reading books but 
her father wants her to watch TV instead. Miss 
Trunch Bull is the terrifying headmistress who 
thinks all her pupils are rotten little stinkers. The 
story is about Matilda’s tricks and how she teaches 
everyone a lesson.
      
   I recommend this book because it is funny and 
teaches us the importance of reading and being 
kind.

Mustafa Rashad of VI C reviews 
The Twits, by Roald Dahl:

Leisha Bagga of IV A reviews 
Matilda, by Roald Dahl:

BOUND TO READ

   I went to the bookstore to buy a thriller. The Mur-
derer’s Ape, by Jakob Wegelius caught my eye. 
The title and the cover filled me with curiosity. Did 
an ape commit a murder? The narrator is a goril-
la called Sally Jones who lives among humans, can 
read and write, understand and type human speech, 
though she cannot speak. The main plot revolves 
around Sally trying to save her friend from a false 
accusation. 
   
   The book contains political intrigue, globetrotting, 
treachery, honest detectives…the list is endless. My 
favourite character is Ana Molina. The compelling 
characters are appealing, as also the captivating 
style of writing. This book is worth a read.

Aaryaa of VII A reviews 
The Murderer’s Ape, by Jakob Wegelius

   In this book, Luca Caioli wonderfully describes 
the struggle of the player from Argentina to etch his 
name in the history books as the greatest footballer 
ever. The book contains exclusive testimony from 
those who know him best, including coaches, 
teammates and Messi himself. It offers an unri-
valled, behind the scenes look, at the life of the 
footballing icon, interspersed with a plethora of pic-
tures of Barcelona’s talisman. 
  
   It is an inspirational book for those who look up 
to Messi.

Aaron Gerald reviews Messi  More 
than a Superstar, by Luca Caioli

Mahad Mohd. Mirza of IX-A reviews The Maze Runner, by James Dashner
 
   The Maze Runner is a 2009, young adult, dystopian science fiction novel. This is the first of the series. 
It revolves around the protagonist, Thomas, who enters a glade outside the maze. He wakes up inside 
a lift with no memory of who he is or where he is going. All he can remember is his name. He is hauled 
out of the lift  by a group of boys who call themselves the ‘Gladers’ and likewise have no memory of their 
previous lives.

   It  is  a  gripping  tale  that  has the reader hooked. Dashner’s attention to detail is such that the expe-
riences feel uncannily real. I would rate this book a solid nine on a scale of one to ten and would definitely 
recommend reading it.
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1) Have you ever tried to eat a clock? 
2) What would you call a farmer stuck in traffic?
3) What would you say if a farmer was editing a photo? 
4) Why do shoe makers go to heaven?
5) What do you call a girl who push her father off a cliff? 
6) Why shouldn’t you write with a blunt pencil?
7) What would you call a sad cup of coffee?

 -- Owaiz Nawaz Khan & Archisman Chaterjee, X A

1) Which runs faster, hot or cold?
2) What has teeth but cannot bite?
3) What wears a cap but has no head?
4) Why did you throw the butter out of the window?

 -- Suleman Mohammed Malik, VII C

What am I?
1) I am a food with five letters.
 Remove the first and I am a form of energy.
 Remove the second and I am needed to live.
 Scramble the last three and you can drink me!
2) I have a lid, but I’m not a box
 I have a socket, but I don’t need a plug.
3) I am the beginning of eternity
 The end of time and space.
 I’m the start of everything
 And the end of every place.

-- Ridhi, VIII C
4) The more you take, the more you leave 
behind. 
5) Can you name three consecutive days 
without using Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday?
6) Which room do ghosts avoid? 

-- Zainab Mubeen, VII C

MATH
1) Why should you never mention the number 288?
2) Why couldn’t the angle get a loan?
3) What do you call an empty parrot cage?
4) You know what’s odd?
5) What did 2 say to 4 after beating it in a race?

-- Ifra Unnisa, VII A
6) Why are obtuse angles so depressed?
7) What is a math teacher’s favourite tree?

8) Why do plants hate math?
9) What do you call friends who love math?

10)What do you call an angle that is adorable?
-- Hafsa Nomaan, VII A

1) It’s very time consuming!
2) Kissan Jam!
3) Photo-Cropping!
4) They have good soles!
5) Push-pa!
6) It’s pointless!
7) Depresso!

1) It’s ‘two gross’.
2) Its parents wouldn’t cosine   3) A polygon.
4) Numbers that cannot be divided by 2.
5) 2fast4u! 6) They’re never right!  7) Geome-tree!
8) It gives them square roots.
9) Algebros       10) A cute angle

1) Wheat, Heat, Eat, Tea
2) Eye
3) The letter E
4) Footsteps
5) Yesterday, today, tomorrow
6) The living room)

1) Hot, because you can easily catch a cold!
2) A comb.
3) bottle.
4) I wanted to see the butterfly!

PUNCH-A-TANTRA
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If GOD paid a surprise visit……

I will ask him 

to make me 

fly!

 Ahana, III C

I will ask for 
a good job in 

future. 
Jashith, III B

Everyone should 

be happy. No 

one should be 
sad. 

Mufiza Bi 

Khan, III A

Please save the 

earth from global 

warming and make 

it green and natural. 

Raakin, III A

I would ask 

for a unicorn. 

Aleena, III A

Hello God. 

How’re you? I’m 

fine! 

Abdullah, III A

I will say, ‘Why does 

everybody target me? 

Why do they give me 

problems?’ 

Idrees, III A

I should be a good 

man and I will tell him 

that he can be my 

friend.

 Vibhu, III A

Let me live 

1000 years!

 Aahan, III A

I will tell the 

truth.

 Altaf, III A

I want my own 
bedroom. 

Kriti & Manha
III A

I will ask to be 
happy till I am 

alive. 
James, III C

I will ask for 
multiple lives 
and to make 
me brave. 

Madhav, III C

I will ask for an 

I-phone, I-pad, tab, a 

BMW and a good life. 

Aakaanksh, III C

I will ask for a 

nice day. 

Navya, III C

I will ask for more 

food, fresh water 

and fresh air without 

pollution.

 Yatharth, III C

Can we be 

friends forever? 

Let’s have fun! 

Kabeer, III A

I will ask for 

good energy. 

Abhinav, III B

I would ask him 
to punish the kids 
who threw stones 

at me. 
Aditya, III B

I will ask him 
to improve my 
handwriting. Tamanna, III B

I will ask for 

a Ferrari. 

Abhilash, III B

I will ask him 

to make me a 

scientist. 

Viren, III B

I will ask him 
for books to 

read. 
Zohaib, III C

SURPRISE VISITORS
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I would ask him 

to give his best 

for me in future!

 Alishba, III C

I will ask for 

super powers 

to make me 

a super hero. 

Dhruv, III C

I will ask him for good 
wealth, good health, good 

wisdom and wit, good 
education and the first 

rank in class. 
Sampath, III B

I will ask him to keep 

my parents and 

teachers safe. 

Amaan Khan, III B

I will ask for an Aston 

Martin and to send 

me to Saudi Arabia. 

Hassan, III B

I would ask him to 

help me make the 

world a better place. 

Maira, III B

I would ask him 

to help people 

and also make 
me god! 

Dhatri, III B

I will ask him to 

help me meet my 

grandparents. 

Ariz, III B

I will ask for help 
with my 

homework. 
Shartik, III B

I will ask him to 

make me a collector. 

Haripriya Suppala, 

III B

I will ask for a 

long life for my 

parents and 

grandparents. 

Sakiza, III C

I will ask him 
to keep my 

country clean 
and green. 

Anika, III C

I will ask him to 

make me a 

badminton coach. 

Harshith, III C

I want to study 
well and do my 

job. 
Abdul Rahman, 

III A

Sampath, III B

I want a toy.

Saad, III A I’ll ask for very 
good habits.

 Ananya, III A

A new private 

jet. 

Rayan, III A

I will say that 

I love him.

Vandana, III A

Let me pass 

my exams. 

Yash, III A
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AANYA GARG, IV C AKSHARA LAXMI Y, VII B

SATHWIK S, SOVEER P SHAH

SATHWIK S, IX B
SOVEER P SHAH, X A

ALEENA FATIMA, VII B

BHAVYA RATHI,  IV A

ARTY - FACTS
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RIDHIMA, V A

NEHARIKA P, VIII B

ANKITA PALO, X B

AFSHEEN ZARA, X A

ANAUM FATIMA, IV B 

MD TAMEEMUDDIN ANSARI, IX B
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RITVIK RAJ TOKALA, VII A RITVIK RAJ TOKALA, VII A

RITVIK RAJ TOKALA, VII A

KHATHI, VI B PRATIKSHA, V B AVANTIKA , VII C

NIDHI DUTTA, IX B
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DHRITI CHOWDHURY, II C

G SIDDHARTH, IV C

MANVI CHOWDHURY, VII B

KANNAN  AGARWAL, IX B

TRIPTI  AGARWAL, III B

TRISHA AGARWAL,  IV A
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TREE-MENDOUS DAMAGE
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Trees are standing side by side,
The trees have nowhere to hide,

The trees just can’t flee,
Humans cut the trees with glee.

The trees don’t have wings to fly,
When the trees end, your end is near.

Trees cannot speak; they don’t have a mouth,
When you cut them, you can’t hear them shout.

 So save the trees before they are gone,
And save the world before they are gone.

Adapted from a poem by Sudarshan
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    The 3rd Inter School Basket Ball Tournament
‘Shooting Hoops’ was organized and schools from the 
twin cities participated in the tournament. A tough 
match was played between  Army Public School (Bol-
larum) Boys and DSE, Banjara Hills. The DSE girls 
team bagged the first place. Winners were awarded 
with medals and a trophy. 

SHOOTING HOOPS - NETTING OUR PROFITS

Welcome Dance

Wishing the Players Declaration of Meet Open

Team Discussion

Stroke to Win

Introduction of the Teams
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Winners The Coaches

Winners - First Place (Girls) Winners - First Place (Boys)
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HUP! TWO! THREE! FOUR....

SPORTITUDE
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Sports teach us team work and the spirit of winning and losing. Interschool DSE sports meet gave our students 
the opportunity to compete with sportsmanship. It was the culmination of weeks of toil and practice. The co-
lourful opening drill displays combined with a crisp march past by all the three branches set the mood for the 
excitement to follow.

SPORTS MEET

PROUD WINNERS ALL!

S SAI KRISHNA VENKATESSH, BEST SPORTSPERSONFREYA SOLANKI, BEST SPORTS PERSON

SOUMYA PRANAVI PALEPU, BEST OUTGOING STUDENT

COORDINATING COMMITTEE

SANIA YASMIN, BEST ORATOR

LONG JUMP WINNERS (SENIORS)
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TABASSUM ALI BAIG - OVERALL TOPPER

SYED MUJTABA BIYABANI - FRENCH

Champions believe in themselves. They are made 
from something they have deep inside of them 
-  a desire, a dream and a vision. The felicatition 
ceremony boosted the youngsters’ confidence
 immensely.

MANASAVI LINGAMPALLY - SCIENCELAMYA MOHAMMEDI, ENGLISH

NELLORE DHARSHITA - MATH, SCIENCE & SOCIAL

N TRIYASRIREDDY - TELUGU 

PRATHAM AGARWAL - HINDI

NIMRA SHIREEN SHAIK - MATH & SCIENCE

SUVAM SAHOO - SCIENCE
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Best Assembly -  I A

The Champions - Samurai

Best Assembly - III C

Best Assembly - VII C The Most Disciplined Class - IV A The Most Disciplined Class - VI B

The Neatest Class - III B The Neatest Class - VI C CCA  Champions - Spartans

The Exuberant Student Council 

TROPHY-CAL CLIMATE
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   We the Knights are the symbol of courage, chivalry and victory. Teamwork is the ability 
to work together towards a common vision; we as a team, with our spirit, confidence and 
creativity, participated and excelled in all activities. 

Inter-House competitions were conducted on campus round the year to equip young tal-
ents with the skills, knowledge and qualities they need for work and how to be a team 
player. The warriors of Knights House showcased their spectacular talents and made us 
proud again!

Our team participated in and won several competitions including Art, Fancy Dress, Card 
Making, Group Singing, Patriotic Skit in Hindi and Math Quiz. Our House also made us 
proud by winning the second and third positions in Tug of War, Leg Cricket and Kho-Kho. 
The team spirit and collaboration of our house has been scintillating every year.
 
I am fortunate to have been associated with Knights House as a Mentor. With extreme 
sincerity I thank all the sparkling students of Knights house from the bottom of my heart 
for their untiring efforts and hard work to win laurels for the House. Finally, deep gratitude 
and a huge thank you to my team members for their timely support. Keep sparkling!

Best wishes for the coming year!
SUDHA BHANDARI

“Unity is strength. . . when there is teamwork and collaboration, 
wonderful things can be achieved.” 

KNIGHTS  HOUSE

 COURAGE AND CHIVALRY
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 IGNITING SPIRITS

‘Team spirit promotes greater accomplishment’

    As the name suggests Samurais are warriors and have always been ignited by a com-
petitive spirit. We have proved yet again that with confidence, creativity and camaraderie, 
one can achieve goals. For the holistic development of students, different Inter-House 
competitions were conducted on campus round the year. The students of Samurai House 
showcased their talents and expertise to the fullest and emerged victorious. They ex-
celled this year in several competitions  like- Art(First position), Art Beat(Second Position), 
Fancy Dress(First and Second position), Card Making(First and Second position), Group 
Song(Second Position), Patriotic Skit in Hindi(First Position), Math Quiz(First Position) and 
so on. The winners were awarded certificates. The team spirit of Samurais was best dis-
played on the sports field. Their zeal, enthusiasm and sportsmanship were worth watching. 
Samurai House bagged the first position in Tug of War, second position in Leg Cricket and 
Kho-Kho.

    I feel privileged and honoured to be a part of Samurai House and serve as its Mentor. 
I would like to thank my team members for their support and guidance. Last but not the 
least, I thank all the students of Samurai house from the bottom of my heart for their 
concerted effort and hard work in wining laurels for the House. Keep up the good work 
Samurais!

Thank you
MAMTA VASISHT

SAMURAI HOUSE
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SPARTANS

    Spartan House is often praised for the sincere set of representatives who celebrate the 
true spirit of the house. Being honest and dedicated, we do justice to our motto, ‘Setting New 
Trends’.

    Red stands for love, energy, passion and zest for life. These are the qualities showcased by 
our house teachers and students. We as a team passionately work towards making our vision 
a reality.

    Every Spartan had a fair chance to showcase his/her talent and the team put in every ounce 
of their energy in order to excel. They came out with flying colours in almost every event and 
competition they participated in, such as, Art Beat (First position), Group Song (First position), 
Patriotic Skit (Third position), Fancy Dress (Second position), Card Making(Second and Third 
positions), Tug of War (Second position). 

   No matter where Spartan House stands, it will always be dear to our hearts because it has 
taught us things that we will value and cherish till the end of time. I take immense pleasure 
in expressing my gratitude to have had the opportunity to lead this powerful house. To me, 
Spartans is not just a house that I was allotted; it’s a family that chose me.

All the best for the coming year Spartans!
SUSHMA SINGH

Henry Ford once said, “Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is 
progress. Working together is success.”

Setting New Trends
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TROJANS

   As the name suggests Trojan is a person from ancient Troy, a hardworking individual. The 
students of this house are also known for their high intellectual skills, stability and unity, sym-
bolising Trojan as a symbol of victory. 

   Participation in various activities brought the house honour and gave the students a sense 
of pride. They gave their best to win laurels and house points in several competitions which 
were conducted on campus through the year. The team members are creative and highly tal-
ented; this is the secret of their success in various Inter-House competitions like Leg Cricket, 
Basketball Competition, Globe trotters, Heritage Quiz to name a few.The winners were awarded 
certificates.

   I feel fortunate to have been a part of Trojans House and serve it as a Mentor. Before I end, 
gratitude needs to be expressed to those students who have worked the entire year to make 
sure that not only the Trojans House but the school as a whole does exceedingly well. In con-
clusion, I wish all the students the very best and pray that they keep the flag of the Trojans 
house flying high!

IPSITA MOITRA

‘Talent wins games, but teamwork and intelligence win championships.’

“Soaring High”
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Eshaan C, X
Winner 

World Robotics Championship

I Position
Nukkad Natak

Igniting Minds
Inter School Competition @ 
Jubilee Hills Public School

Anaum Fatima, IV (I Position)
Khadijah Ahmed, V (II Position)

Tale Spin

Neharika P, VIII (II Position)
Role Play MIME

Shri Utsav @ The Shri Ram Universal School

 Pratiksha, V
Saksham, IV

II Position
Spot Poster Making

Dhatri Mayanika, III
I Position

Recitation Competition 

Sarah Shariff, VII 
Sameeha Yasmin, VII

 Abhinandana Pendyala, VI
II Position
Debating
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SYAHI - Inter School Art and Cultural Fest @ Meridian Madhapur

 Aleena Fatima, VII 
Mohika Goyal, VIII

Manvi Choudhury, VII
II Position - My Canvas

Mono Acting
 (Hindi & Telugu)

Pratiksha P, V
 Consolation Prize

Poster Making

Neharika P,  VIII
Ruthwik, VIII

III Position
Comic Strip

K. Sesha Sai & N. Harshavardhan,  VII guided by the Coordinator Ms. M. Pranathi 
selected at the Regional level CBSE Science Exhibition under the project Scienciational Moves
(Scientific Games) and represented the school at the national level CBSE Science Exhibition

in the month of January 2020 @ Delhi 

Vaibhav Mittal, IV
I position 

Kamma Naga Sai Sree, 
II position

Best Participating School - SWACHH India

Alishba Pasuparthi, III
Best Performer Trophy

Manal Hussain, VI
Achiever Medal

Janani Sree Gayathri, VII
 Best Performer Trophy

Laiba Pasuparthi, V
Achiever Medal

Satya Manideep, VI 
Achiever Medal

Jighnesh Bommerila, V
Best Performer Trophy

Maryam Ali, IV
Best Performer Trophy

Sama Subhani, V
Achiever Medal
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DESAFIO III - Inter School Competition @ DSE Manikonda

II Position
Music Musings 

II Position
Mime - Actor in MeII Position

Chandamama Kathalu

Amal Hussain, VII 
III Position

Words and Verses

II Position
Kathputli Ke Zubaan

Sathwik S, IX, Soveer P Shah, X A
II Position

Shades & Shadows 

II Position
FM Radio Show

Kulsum Fatima Kaleem Saber, X
II Position

Turncoat - Best Side Up
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IMPULSE - Inter School Competiton @ Meridian Kukatpally

Mohammed Tameemuddin Ansari, IX B 
Neharika P, VIII B, Ayaan Tabrez, IX A, 
Karthikeya M, IX A, Netal Agarwal, X A

II Position - Ad Mad

Soham Chitimali, X A
I Position

Photography

Freya Solanki, X; P Amulya, X; Ayesha Ali, X; 
Saima Fatima, X; Tajnis Ashraf Banu, X; Tiya Sahin Bagga, VIII; 
Naisha PASM, VII; Tajmeen Aribah Banu, VII; Mohini Goyal, VII; 

Kanak Makhariya, VII; Yuvika Makhariya, VII
I Position

Basket Ball

Udita Utkarshini Tanikela, I B
II Position

Silver Medal in Archery (Under 
10 Category) in SPORTS FOR ALL 

(SFA) Championships
@ Gachibowli Stadium Hyderabad

N. Rithisha Tanvi, V 
Bronze Medal

Skating (200 Metres inline
Under 11 Category)
SFA Championship

@ Indira Park

G. Geethika, IV 
I Position

Skating (1000 Metres) 
SFA Championship
@ Indira Park Rink

 
IV Position in All India Ice Skating 

Championship (Under 10 Category) 
@ New Delhi

Kulsum Fatima Kalem Saber, X
Best Student

Whoosh - HISC Award
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DSE Banjara Girls Team - III Place 
SFA Basket Ball Tournament

Adhiti Prasanna Kalam, V
I Position in Girls (Sub-Junior Category)

Virat Sai Reddy Kalam, III
II Position in Badminton

@ SR Academy, Banjara Hills

 Udita Utkarshini 
Tanikela, I
I Position 

Gold Medal in RGBI Archery 
Federation Championships 

Munnar, Kerala

G.Geethika, IV
 I Position

Roller Skating Championship 2019 
Roller Skating Association of Telangana

@ Shree E. Shashidhar Memorial 

D. Vishnu Abhiraj, VII
I Place in Chess

Rukmini Bai Memorial Sports Tournament
 @ Secunderabad Public School

Arhant C.L , VII
III Position

Inter School Chess Competition
@ Sareddy Chess Academy

Neharika P, VIII
I Prize

Colour Splash at Satrang
Annual Art Festival

SATRANG - Annual Art Festival
@ Glendale Academy
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Hisham Mohammed Rahmath, IX 
Silver Medal

Telangana Team Event
 23rd Junior National Sepak Takraw 

Championship 2019
Telangana Sepak Takraw Association 

‘Peacock Day’ Celebration was organized by the ‘Forest Conser-
vation and Research Institute’ to sensitize human beings towards 

this beautiful creation and other wildlife at KBR Park, Banjara 
Hills. The students bagged the  II Place with the skit ‘Mor Mach-

aye Shor, Yeh Dil Maange Mor’, dance and quiz. 

Aadhya Shanmukhi, I
Dhwani Sarda,  II
Udita Utkarshini, I

School Toppers and Medal Winners
International Spell Bee Winners (Level 1) 

Sri Charan, IV
II Position

Skating Competition

Tripti Agarwal, II; Ayesha Ali Mohammed, VII, 
Nagilla Drisha Koundinya, IX; Mahita Lingampally, IX

Dhwani Sarda, I
International Spell Bee Winners - 2018-19
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    How would one define intelligence? If you Google it, you would come upon the 
following definition - ‘It is the ability to acquire and apply knowledge and skills’. In 
the current society, where the word  ‘Intelligence’ is thrown around a lot, maybe to 
describe ourselves or a friend or some intellectual icon we admire, another word has 
consistently risen up and slowly taken over the stage. This buzzword is none other than 
AI or Artificial Intelligence. So, why is there such a hubbub around this? Rather, what is 
AI? Let me keep it simple. In the easiest of terms, it is our ability to program machines  
to think like humans and mimic human actions. In other words, it is about making 
machines more intelligent and get them to do amazing things which we have only 
dreamed of. It is said that the dream of achieving sentience in machines is a dream
which can compare with other great scientific goals like explaining the origins of the universe, but to know that we 
have achieved significant progress in this field is both daunting and exhilarating at once.

    If you own a smartphone, chances are that you are already a part of the wide and vast technological network 
that encompasses AI. You just havenot noticed it yet. Do you look for the shortest route to reach a destination via 
Google Maps? Have you ever noticed how the amount of spam mail in your Gmail account has fallen drastically? 
Or maybe you have clearly started to get more the really important mails at the top of your inbox and you devote 
less time filtering out the unimportant ones. After booking an Uber, do you look for the estimated time of arrival for 
your pickup. What about the time you booked an Uber Pool? Have you ever thought of how the simple application 
can figure out how to match you with the nearest passengers who fall in your route? Behind all these applications, 
the gears of AI spin continuously powering the heavy technological machinery which is reflected in front of us as 
a simple application which makes our lives simple. As more and more data is fed into this machine, our lives keep 
getting simpler. Mind you, data is a very precious asset and the concerns over data privacy are very real, but as 
long as one ensures the safety and right usage of their data, it is the fuel which powers AI. Data safety and privacy 
is a topic for another time.

    Coming back to everyday examples, some big names that you have probably heard 
all around also indulge and are pushing the boundaries of AI everyday. Names like 
Amazon, Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram, Apple and many more are coming up with 
various innovative applications of AI which are making waves in the AI fraternity. Be 
it voice assistants like Siri or Alexa, be it personalized recommendations and adver-
tising in Amazon and Flipkart or the extremely fun face filters in Snapchat, there’s AI 
everywhere and it is very hard to ignore it now.

    But this is just the beginning of the story. We have just scratched the surface 
and began to realize the potential of AI in completely overhauling our way of lives. 
A glimpse into the future would look something like this. Imagine a world filled with 
self-driving cars and an almost negligible accident rate because the cars know what 
the surroundings look like and take the necessary actions to prevent any untoward 
incidents. Imagine your whole house controlled by a Jarvis-style AI - the AC, the 

fridge, the TV, the security system and the responsibility of ordering home groceries and accessories. Looking 
deep into the more important segments of our life, education and health, we can envision eradicating all the major 
diseases by identifying them before they take over, identifying the right education pathways for students based on 
their love and passion for a desired topic and help them lead happy lives. The possibilities are endless. The future 
looks anything but bleak. But the onus is on us to stay protected in such a rapidly progressing world and be aware 
of the dangers and what might be. If not done yet, it is high time we embrace this as a fixed part of our life and as 
we move into the future, start noticing and questioning what we do not understand so as to transit smoothly into 
the inevitable future. It is important we understand where we are going. To do that, we must start now. Keep no-
ticing and you will find AI in every layer of your life. But the best is yet to come, more so if we are prepared for it.

Now and the Future

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

PADMAVATHI M V S
IT HEAD
DSE GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS
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COUNSELLOR’S MESSAGE

“Children are NOT a distraction from more important work. 
They are THE MOST important work.”

-C.S. Lewis
   Parenting these days is a far more challenging task than it was ever before. The question 
that plagues young parents the most is, which is the best style? Whatever style of parent-
ing one adopts it will have an impact on the child’s overall development.
 
 There are four major parenting styles and each parent uses one or the other, based 
on the situation. Usually, one of them becomes their dominant parenting style. These can 
be loosely categorized into the following.

  
Authoritarian: In this style of parenting, children are expected to follow the strict rules established by the parents 
and failure to follow the rules usually results in punishment.
 
Authoritative: These parents establish rules and guidelines that their children are expected to follow but they ex-
plain the reasons for laying them down. When children fail to meet expectations, they are nurturing and forgiving 
rather than meting out punishment.
 Permissive: Here, parents are generally nurturing and communicative with their children, often taking on the status 
of a friend than that of a parent. Sometimes disciplinary measures are not implemented.

Uninvolved:  These parents fulfill the child’s basic needs but are generally detached from their child’s life.

   Now the question is which one is the best? Parenting styles are interconnected with different behavioural outcomes; 
the authoritative style is mostly linked to positive behaviours such as strong self-esteem and competence. Neverthe-
less, important aspects including cultural influences, children’s perceptions of parental treatment, and social norms 
also play a key role in a child’s behavior. Parenting methods also combine to create a unique blend in each family.
 
   One’s most important role as a parent is to make them confident, well-adjusted and capable adults who are com-
fortable in their own skins. Good parenting does not involve keeping them happy always; it includes making them re-
silient and self-reliant with the ability to cope with adversities that are a part of life. Being overprotective or taking an 
excessive interest in a child’s life can lead to a lack of confidence. If a child is kept away from all adversities which are 
an unavoidable part of growing up, he/she will not learn to deal with situations that are not always pleasant. Be there 
to support and help them cope but do not provide easy ways out or bail them out of sticky situations. They must learn 
to face the consequences of their own actions; it will be difficult for them function independently as adults otherwise.

   While shaping children’s characters, it is essential to define boundaries clearly before enforcing them; the child 
should know what is expected of him before being held responsible for his/her behaviour. Unconditional positive re-
gard and love towards them keeps them bonded. Children should be assured of parental love and care regardless of 
their behaviour. Being involved in their lives, spending time with them, asking them how their day was and sharing 
experiences, enhances the parent child relationship. Remember, children need your presence more than your pres-
ents.

   A hugely important aspect of positive parenting along with involvement is, acceptance. Accepting the child for who 
he/she is, is very essential and it will go a long way in developing and strengthening their sense of self.

   Behind every child who believes in himself is a parent who believed in him first.

Happy Parenting!
SHIVANI WADHWA

COUNSELLING PSYCHOLOGIST
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A Blissful Journey
   My first independent journey without my parents happened in September 2019. It was the school trip to Delhi 
and other cities in the north. 
    On arriving in Delhi we were greeted warmly and offered lunch. Our first visit was to the Swaminarayan temple 
at Akshardham. We took a tour of the temple and admired its beauty. The next day we went to India Gate and 
saw the ‘Amar Jawan Jyothi’. India Gate gave us a glimpse of those real life heroes who sacrificed their lives for 
our country. The Amar Jawan Jyothi is an eternal flame that burns in honour of these martyrs. This monument 
made our chests swell with pride. 
      We left for Agra by bus and our first visit was to the famous Agra Fort. This is an architectural wonder with a 
mix of styles and an efficient water supply system whereby purified water is available round the clock. 
       The world famous Taj Mahal was next on our list. This magnificent monument constructed in memory of 
Mumtaz Mahal by Shah Jahan, is the pride of Agra as well as a Unesco world heritage site. It was truly an over-
whelming sight!
       The Ranthambore Tiger Reserve, our next halt, was beautiful and we had an evening filled with games and 
fun. We went on a jungle safari to explore wildlife and nature. Unfortunately, we could not catch sight of a single 
tiger and had to return disappointed. Heavy rains prevented us from visiting the Ranthambore Fort.
   The Pink City of Jaipur was really enjoyable; traditional dal baati churma, street shopping and wonders like the 
Jantar Mantar, Hawa Mahal and Jaipur City Palace made the day interesting. The trip concluded with a tour of the 
Amber Fort. This will be one of the most memorable journeys of my life.

Ritvik R. Tokala, VII A

   The children of grades one and two visited the Nehru Zoological Park in November. 
We started from school in buses at nine o’clock. It took one hour to reach the zoo. 
We had a lot of fun singing songs and playing games on the way. 
   At the zoo, we saw many wild animals like tigers, lions, elephants and zebras. It 
was funny to see the elephants placing grass on their backs. We saw many beautiful 
birds too. After that we went to look at the snakes. 
   We sat under the trees and had lunch. Then we got into the buses and went back 
to school. I slept happily on the way back. I really enjoyed the trip to the zoo!

It IS Rocket Science!
     My recent trip to NASA from school was a very enjoyable one and I came back with wonderful memories.
 
     The first destination was Orlando, Florida. Orlando felt like a different world; there were five second 
rainstorms every day! Lakes and rivers were filled with alligators. The most enjoyable part was the trip to Dis-
ney World, famous for its parades and fireworks. They were truly spectacular. We visited Universal Studios too. 
Kennedy Space Centre, the main reason for our trip, was amazing. We even had a chance to see the NASA head-
quarters and the launch pads.

     The second halt was Washington D.C. Here, the Smithsonian Institute, the Capitol Building, Korean War 
Memorial and the White House were on our list. These visits were full of information and thought provoking. 
      New York, the Big Apple, is the most famous city in the USA. It is known as the city that never sleeps. 

We saw the Statue of Liberty and the Brooklyn Bridge. The view from the top of the World Trade Centre was 
breath taking. 

    Our final destination was Boston, where we took a tour of the Harvard University. This trip was a game 
changer for me and I have set higher goals for myself.

Mohd. Raheel Khan, X B

Rushik, II B

My Trip to the Zoo

ROAM-MANIA
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Grades VI-VIII

Grades IX-X

LET’S EXPLORE THE FUN @ ESCAPE WATERPARK

Grades III-V
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A trip to explore and learn a lot about spacecraft, secrets of space and the mystery of the universe.

NASA TRIP

Heroes & Legends

Rocket Garden

Short talk with a scientist

Lincoln Memorial

A meeting with astronaut Barbara Morgan

World Observatory
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INCREDIBLE INDIA
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WORK EDUCATION

Master Chef

Doodle Art Name PlateOrigami

Paper Wall Hanging

Fashion Designing Basket Weaving

Hanging Paper Diyas

Clay Modelling
Decoupage
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WORKSHOPS - TEACHERS

Effective Leadership Programme

Career Counselling - Lifology

Creative Thinking -  English Gulmohar Publications - English

French Lessons Teach NextClassroom Management

Orient BlackSwan Publications

Child Safety - Team Masoom

Financial Literacy

Wings of Words - Reading Programme

Hands on Experience - Science Camp Student Leadership Programme

Project Dignity - Health & Hygiene

WORKSHOPS - STUDENTS
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‘We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give’ - Winston Churchill 

We believe in the above saying and encourage our students to help others. 
SEWA - Selfless Efforts for Welfare of All-Programme was conducted by the students of Grades IX & X.
They took up the challenge to teach the students of a government school. They put in their best to give them 
the best.

STUDENT INTERNSHIP (SEWA)

Teaching Life Skills
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¨Éä®úÒ ºÉ¨ÉZÉnùÉ®úÒ
VÉ¤É ¨Éé PÉ®ú ¨Éå +Eäò±ÉÉ lÉÉ * ¨ÉÖZÉä xÉÓnù xÉ½þÓ +É ®ú½þÒ lÉÒ, <ºÉÊ±ÉB ¨ÉéxÉä 

]õÒ.´ÉÒ SÉ±ÉÉªÉÉ * ]õÒ.´ÉÒ {É®ú näùJÉÉ ÊEò Ê´É·É Eäò BEò ¤Éä½þiÉ®úÒxÉ MÉÉªÉEò 

½èþnù®úÉ¤ÉÉnù ¨Éå BEò ºÉÆMÉÒiÉ EòÉªÉÇGò¨É Eäò Ê±ÉB +ÉªÉä ½ÖþB lÉä * Ê¢ò®ú ¨ÉéxÉä 

SÉèxÉ±É ¤Énù±ÉÉ +Éè®ú ÊGòEäò]õ näùJÉxÉä ±ÉMÉÉ * EÖòUô näù®ú ¤ÉÉnù ¨ÉÖZÉä VÉÉä®ú EòÒ 

+É´ÉÉVÉå ºÉÖxÉÉ<Ç näùxÉä ±ÉMÉÓ * {É½þ±ÉÒ ¤ÉÉ®ú iÉÉä ¨ÉéxÉä +xÉºÉÖxÉÉ Eò®ú ÊnùªÉÉ, {É®ÆúiÉÖ 

+É´ÉÉVÉå ¤ÉÆnù xÉ½þÓ ½Öþ<Ç iÉÉä ¨Éé ËSÉÊiÉiÉ ½þÉä =`öÉ * ¨ÉÖZÉä ±ÉMÉÉ, BEò ¤ÉÉ®ú ¤ÉÉ½þ®ú 

näùJÉ ±ÉäxÉÉ =ÊSÉiÉ ½èþ * VÉ¤É ¤ÉÉ½þ®ú +ÉªÉÉ, iÉÉä EÖòUô ±ÉÉäMÉÉå EòÉä BEò EòÉ®ú 

EòÉä PÉä®ä ½ÖþB näùJÉÉ * ´É½þÉÄ VÉÉEò®ú näùJÉÉ iÉÉä {ÉÉªÉÉ ÊEò nùÉä ´ªÉÊHò PÉÉªÉ±É lÉä 

+Éè®ú JÉÚxÉ ºÉä ±ÉlÉ{ÉlÉ lÉä * +ÉºÉ{ÉÉºÉ Eäò ±ÉÉäMÉÉå ¨Éå ºÉä EòÉä<Ç EÖòUô xÉ½þÓ Eò®ú 

®ú½þÉ lÉÉ ¤ÉÎ±Eò ºÉ¤É +{ÉxÉÒ ¢òÉäxÉ ºÉä iÉº´ÉÒ®åú JÉÓSÉ ®ú½äþ lÉä * ¨ÉéxÉä {ÉÉºÉ JÉcä÷ 

BEò ´ªÉÊHò EòÒ ¨Énùnù ±ÉÒ +Éè®ú =xÉ nùÉäxÉÉå PÉÉªÉ±ÉÉå EòÉä +{ÉxÉä PÉ®ú ±Éä +ÉªÉÉ 

* =xÉEòÉ JÉÚxÉ ºÉÉ¢ò ÊEòªÉÉ iÉlÉÉ |ÉÉlÉÊ¨ÉEò ={ÉSÉÉ®ú ÊEòªÉÉ * lÉÉäc÷Ò näù®ú ¨Éå 

B¨¤ÉÖ±ÉåºÉ +É MÉ<Ç +Éè®ú =xÉ nùÉäxÉÉå EòÉä +º{ÉiÉÉ±É ±Éä MÉ<Ç * ¨ÉÖZÉä JÉÖnù {É®ú 

MÉ´ÉÇ ½þÉäxÉä ±ÉMÉÉ * EÖòUô ÊnùxÉÉå ¤ÉÉnù VÉ¤É ¨Éé Ê´ÉtÉ±ÉªÉ ºÉä PÉ®ú ´ÉÉ{ÉºÉ +ÉªÉÉ 

iÉÉä =x½þÓ nùÉä ´ªÉÊHòªÉÉå EòÉä +{ÉxÉä PÉ®ú {É®ú näùJÉÉ * iÉ¤É ¨Éé ºÉ¨ÉZÉ {ÉÉªÉÉ ÊEò 

=xÉ¨Éå ºÉä BEò, ´É½þÒ MÉÉªÉEò lÉÉ ÊVÉºÉEäò ¤ÉÉ®äú ¨Éå ]õÒ.´ÉÒ. {É®ú ¤ÉiÉÉªÉÉ VÉÉ ®ú½þÉ 

lÉÉ * nÚùºÉ®úÉ ´ªÉÊHò =ºÉEòÉ +ÆMÉ®úIÉEò lÉÉ * =x½þÉåxÉä ¨Éä®úÉ +É¦ÉÉ®ú |ÉEò]õ 

ÊEòªÉÉ +Éè®ú ¨Éä®úÒ ¤É½þÉnÖù®úÒ EòÒ JÉÚ¤É |É¶ÉÆºÉÉ EòÒ * =x½þÉåxÉä  ¨ÉÖZÉä +Éè®ú ¨Éä®äú 

{ÉÊ®ú´ÉÉ®ú EòÉä +{ÉxÉä ºÉÆMÉÒiÉ- EòÉªÉÇGò¨É ̈ Éå +É¨ÉÆÊjÉiÉ Eò®úiÉä ½ÖþB ½þ¨Éå ́ ÉÒ.+É<Ç.

{ÉÒ ºÉÒ]õÉå EòÒ Ê]õEò]åõ ¦ÉÒ nùÒ * 

¨ÉÉäÊ½þiÉ MÉÉäªÉ±É, VII C 

Ê¨ÉjÉiÉÉ BEò +]Úõ]õ ¤ÉÆvÉxÉ
+MÉ®ú EòÉä<Ç ¨ÉÖZÉ ºÉä {ÉÚUäô ÊEò Ê¨ÉjÉiÉÉ iÉÖ¨½þÉ®úÒ ËVÉnùMÉÒ ¨Éå CªÉÉ ¨É½þi´É 

®úJÉiÉÒ ½èþ? iÉÉä ¨Éé VÉ´ÉÉ¤É nÚÄùMÉÉ ÊEò ¨Éä®úÒ {ÉÚ®úÒ ËVÉnùMÉÒ ¨Éä®äú ºÉSSÉä Ê¨ÉjÉ 

+Éè®ú ¨Éä®äú {ÉÊ®ú´ÉÉ®ú {É®ú SÉ±ÉiÉÒ ½èþ * Ê¨ÉjÉiÉÉ <ºÉ nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ EòÒ ºÉ¤ÉºÉä ¤Éc÷Ò 

iÉÉEòiÉ ½èþ +Éè® ¤É±É-¤ÉÖÊr ¶ÉÉºjÉ ºÉä ¦ÉÒ ¤Éc÷Ò  ½èþ * Eò¦ÉÒ ÊEòºÉÒ ºÉä {ÉÚUåô 

ÊEò <ºÉ nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ EòÉ ºÉ¤ÉºÉä ¤Éc÷É iÉÉEòiÉ´É®ú iÉi´É EòÉèxÉ ºÉÉ ½èþ? iÉÉä EòÉä<Ç 

¤ÉÉä±ÉäMÉÉ ¶ÉºjÉ -¶ÉÉºjÉ, ¤É±É- ¤ÉÖÊrù {É®ú xÉ½þÓ, ºÉ¤É MÉ±ÉiÉ ½èþ * ºÉ¤ÉºÉä 

iÉÉEòiÉ´É®ú iÉi´É ½èþ "Ê¨ÉjÉiÉÉ' * Ê¨ÉjÉiÉÉ Eäò Ê¤ÉxÉÉ ºÉÉ®äú Ê®ú¶iÉä  +vÉÚ®äú ½éþ 

* VÉ¤É ½þ¨É ÊEòºÉÒ {É®äú¶ÉÉxÉÒ ¨Éå ¡ÆòºÉ VÉÉiÉä ½éþ, iÉÉä ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÉ Ê¨ÉjÉ  ¶ÉºjÉ ªÉÉ 

¶ÉÉºjÉ ¤ÉxÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ, ¤É±É ¤ÉxÉEò®ú ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ ¨Énùnù Eò®úiÉÉ ½èþ * Ê¨ÉjÉ Eò¦ÉÒ 

SÉÖxÉÉ xÉ½þÓ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ, ½þ¨Éå nÚùºÉ®äú Eäò |ÉÊiÉ ºÉSSÉÒ Ê¨ÉjÉiÉÉ EòÒ ¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ +ÉxÉÒ 

SÉÉÊ½þB * ªÉ½þÒ ºÉSSÉÒ Ê¨ÉjÉiÉÉ EòÒ {É½þSÉÉxÉ ½èþ *

+IÉiÉ VÉèxÉ, VIII C

ºÉ¤ÉºÉä {ªÉÉ®úÒ ºÉ¤ÉºÉä xªÉÉ®úÒ Ë½þnùÒ ½èþ ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ 

VÉ¤É ¨Éé PÉ®ú {É®ú +Eäò±ÉÉ lÉÉ *
BEò ÊnùxÉ EòÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ ½èþ, +SÉÉxÉEò nùÉnùÉVÉÒ EòÒ iÉ¤ÉÒªÉiÉ ¤É½ÖþiÉ JÉ®úÉ¤É ½þÉä MÉ<Ç lÉÒ * ºÉ¤ÉEòÉä =x½åþ ±ÉäEò®ú +º{ÉiÉÉ±É VÉÉxÉÉ {Éc÷É *

¨ÉÖZÉä ºÉÉlÉ ±Éä VÉÉxÉÉ ºÉÆ¦É´É xÉ½þÓ lÉÉ * +iÉ& ¨ÉÉiÉÉVÉÒ xÉä ¨ÉÖZÉä PÉ®ú {É®ú ½þÒ ¤ÉÆnù Eò®ú ÊnùªÉÉ * PÉ®ú {É®ú ¤ÉÆnù ®ú½þxÉä {É®ú ¨Éé ºÉÖ®úÊIÉiÉ ®ú½ÚÄþMÉÉ *

{É®ÆúiÉÖ |É¶xÉ ªÉ½þ lÉÉ ÊEò ¨Éé +Eäò±Éä PÉ®ú ¨Éå ®ú½ÚÄþMÉÉ EèòºÉä? ¨Éé Eò¦ÉÒ +Eäò±ÉÉ PÉ®ú {É®ú xÉ½þÓ ®ú½þÉ lÉÉ * ¨ÉÉiÉÉVÉÒ ½þ¨Éä¶ÉÉ ¨Éä®äú ºÉÉlÉ ®ú½þiÉÒ lÉÒ * 

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ºÉ¤É EÖòUô ÊºÉúJÉÉ näùiÉÉ ½èþ * ¨ÉÖZÉä ¤É½ÖþiÉ b÷®ú ±ÉMÉ ®ú½þÉ lÉÉ * +ÉÊJÉ®ú ¨ÉèxÉå ¨ÉxÉ EòÉä ºÉ¨ÉZÉÉªÉÉ * ¨ÉéxÉä BEò Eò½þÉxÉÒ EòÒ ÊEòiÉÉ¤É =`öÉ ±ÉÒ 

+Éè®ú {ÉgøxÉä ±ÉMÉÉ * ºÉ¨ÉªÉ EòÉ]õiÉä-EòÉ]õiÉä ®úÉiÉ Eäò MªÉÉ®ú½þ ¤ÉVÉ MÉB * ÊEòºÉÒ Eäò +ÉxÉä EòÒ +É½]õ ºÉÖxÉÉ<Ç näù ®ú½þÒ lÉÒ *

¨ÉÖZÉä b÷®ú  ±ÉMÉxÉä ±ÉMÉÉ * {É®ú nù®ú´ÉÉWÉÉ JÉÖ±ÉÉ +Éè®ú +{ÉxÉä {ÉÊ®úVÉxÉÉå EòÉä näùJÉEò®ú ¨Éé ¨ÉÉ®äú KÉÖ¶ÉÒ Eäò xÉÉSÉxÉä ±ÉMÉÉ * 

¦ÉÉMÉEò®ú nùÉnùÉVÉÒ Eäò MÉ±Éä ±ÉMÉ MÉªÉÉ !!!

                                                                          wÉÖ´É +OÉ´ÉÉ±É, VIII C

ºÉÆYÉÉ EòÉ ¨ÉiÉ±É¤É ½èþ xÉÉ¨É, Ê¤ÉxÉÉ ºÉÆYÉÉ ºÉ¤É ¤ÉäxÉÉ¨É “
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+{É®úÉvÉÒ EòÉèxÉ 
±ÉÉäMÉ UôÉä]äõ ¤ÉSSÉä ºÉä ̈ ÉVÉnÚù®úÒ Eò®ú´ÉÉiÉä ½éþ ÊVÉºÉEäò EòÉ®úhÉ ́ É½þ {Égø-Ê±ÉJÉ xÉ½þÓ {ÉÉiÉÉ 

+Éè®ú =x½åþ ºÉ½þÒ Ê¶ÉIÉÉ |ÉÉ{iÉ xÉ½þÓ ½þÉä {ÉÉiÉÒ * ±ÉÉäMÉÉå EòÉä ªÉ½þ ºÉ¨ÉZÉxÉÉ ½þÉäMÉÉ ÊEò 

¤ÉÉ±É-¸É¨É +{É®úÉvÉ ½èþ * VÉÉä ´ªÉÊHò <ºÉ +{É®úÉvÉ EòÉä ¤ÉgøÉ´ÉÉ näùiÉÉ ½èþ =ºÉä iÉÖ®ÆúiÉ 

ÊMÉ®ú}iÉÉ® Eò®ú´ÉÉxÉÉ SÉÉÊ½þB * BEò Ê¶ÉÊIÉiÉ xÉÉMÉÊ®úEò EòÉ EòiÉÇ´ªÉ ½èþ ÊEò ¤ÉÉ±É-¸É¨É 

EòÉä ¤ÉgøÉ´ÉÉ xÉ näù ¤ÉÎ±Eò ¤ÉSSÉÉå Eäò Eò±ªÉÉhÉ ¨Éå +{ÉxÉÉ ªÉÉäMÉnùÉxÉ näù * ¤ÉSSÉÉå ºÉä 

nÖEòÉxÉ, ¡èòC]ÅõÒ ¨Éå EòÉ¨É Eò®ú´ÉÉxÉÉ, {Éä{É®ú +Éè®ú nÚùvÉ ¤ÉÉÄ]õxÉä EòÉ EòÉ¨É Eò®ú´ÉÉxÉÉ, 

PÉ®úÉå ¨Éå EòÉ¨É Eò®ú´ÉÉxÉÉ +ÉÊnù ¤ÉÉ±É¸É¨É Eäò +{É®úÉvÉ ½éþ * SÉÉènù½þ ºÉÉ±É EòÒ =©É 

´ÉÉ±Éä ¤ÉSSÉÉå ºÉä EòÉ¨É Eò®ú´ÉÉxÉÉ BEò MÉÆ¦ÉÒ®ú +{É®úÉvÉ ½èþ * 

±ÉÊIÉiÉ +OÉ´ÉÉ±É, VI A

¤ÉÉ±É ¨ÉWÉnÚù®úÒ {É®ú |ÉÊiÉ¤ÉÆvÉ
5 ºÉä 14 ºÉÉ±É Eäò ¤ÉSSÉÉå Eäò Ê±ÉB +{ÉxÉÉ ¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ EÖò¤ÉÉÇxÉ Eò®úEäò +{ÉxÉä {ÉÊ®ú´ÉÉ®ú 

Eäò Ê±ÉB EòÉ¨É Eò®úxÉÉ ¤ÉÉ±É ¨ÉWÉnÚù®úÒ Eò½þ±ÉÉiÉÉ ½éþ *

¤ÉÉ±É ¨ÉWÉnÚù®úÒ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ ¨Éå |ÉÉSÉÒxÉ ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ºÉä SÉ±ÉÒ +É ®ú½þÒ +xÉºÉÖ±ÉZÉÒ ºÉ¨ÉºªÉÉ 

½èþ {É® +ÉVÉ iÉEò <ºÉ {É®ú JÉÚ¤É SÉSÉÉÇBÄ ¦ÉÒ ½Öþ<Ç +Éè®ú Eò<Ç ºÉ¨ÉÉvÉÉxÉ ¦ÉÒ ÊxÉEòÉ±Éä 

MÉB, {É®ú EòÉä<Ç ¦ÉÒ EòÉ®úMÉ®ú ÊºÉrù xÉ½þÒ ½ÖþB *

¨Éä®äú oùÎ¹]õEòÉähÉ ¨Éå ¤ÉÉ±É ¨ÉWÉnÚù®úÒ ®úÉäEòxÉä Eäò EÖòUô ={ÉÉªÉ ÊxÉ¨xÉÊ±ÉÊJÉiÉ ½éþ *

     • ¤ÉÉ±É ¨ÉWÉnÚù®úÒ ®úÉäEòxÉä Eäò Ê±ÉB {É½þ±ÉÉ ={ÉÉªÉ MÉ®úÒ¤ÉÒ Ê¨É]õÉxÉÉ *

+{ÉxÉä {ÉÊ®ú´ÉÉ®ú EòÉ ÊxÉ´ÉÉÇ½þ Eò®úxÉä Eäò Ê±ÉB ¨ÉWÉ¤ÉÚ®úÒ ¨Éå ¤ÉSSÉÉå EòÉä EòÉ¨É Eò®úxÉÉ 

{Éc÷iÉÉ ½èþ *

     • nÚùºÉ®úÉ ={ÉÉªÉ ½èþ Ê¶ÉIÉÉ uùÉ®úÉ ´ªÉÊHò EòÉä ºÉ½þÒ +Éè®ú MÉ±ÉiÉ EòÉ YÉÉxÉ ½þÉäiÉÉ 

½èþ +Éè®ú ´ÉÉä +{ÉxÉä VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ¨Éå +ÉMÉä ¤ÉgøiÉÉ ½èþ *

    • iÉÒºÉ®úÉ ={ÉÉªÉ ½èþ ¤Éä®úÉäWÉMÉÉ®úÒ EòÉ +ÆiÉ CªÉÉåÊEò ¤Éä®úÉäWÉMÉÉ®ú ´ªÉÊHò +{ÉxÉÉ 

+Éi¨ÉÊ´É·ÉÉºÉ JÉÉä näùiÉÉ *

     • SÉÉèlÉÉ +Éè®ú VÉ¯û®úÒ ={ÉÉªÉ ½èþ ºÉ½þÒ EòÉxÉÚxÉ ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ * ºÉ®úEòÉ®ú uùÉ®úÉ Eòcä÷ 

EòÉxÉÚxÉ ¤ÉxÉÉEò®ú =x½åþ ÊGòªÉÉÎx´ÉiÉ Eò®úxÉÉ * ±ÉÉäMÉÉå EòÉä EòÉxÉÚxÉ Eäò ¤ÉÉ®äú ̈ Éå +´ÉMÉiÉ 

Eò®úÉxÉÉ ÊVÉºÉºÉä ´É½þ MÉè®ú FòÉxÉÚxÉÒ EòÉ¨É Eò®úxÉä ºÉä ¤ÉSÉä *

     • ºÉ¤ÉºÉä ¨É½þk´É{ÉÚhÉÇ ½èþ +É¨É +Énù¨ÉÒ EòÒ VÉÉMÉ°üEòiÉÉ *

ºÉèªªÉnùÉ ¨ÉÉÊ®úªÉÉ, IX B

ºÉÆYÉÉ Eäò ¤Énù±Éä VÉÉä +ÉiÉä ´É½þÒ ºÉ´ÉÇxÉÉ¨É Eò½þ±ÉÉiÉä *“

        ¤ÉÉ±É-¸É¨É 
VÉ±ÉiÉä vÉÚ{É ¨Éå ¨Éé EòÉ¨É Eò°Äü,

lÉEòÉ´É]õ ¨ÉÖZÉEòÉä ½þÉäiÉÒ VÉÉB *

SÉÉ½þiÉÉ ½ÚÄþ ¨Éä½þxÉiÉ Eò®úxÉÉ

ËEòiÉÖ näù½þ ¨Éä®úÉ ºÉÉlÉ näùiÉÉ xÉ½þÓ,

EòÉä¨É±É ½þÉlÉ ¨Éä®äú ÊUô±ÉiÉä VÉÉiÉä

+Éè®ú BÊc÷ªÉÉÄ ÊPÉºÉiÉÒ VÉÉiÉÓ * 

{ÉgøxÉä EòÒ ½èþ SÉÉ½þ ¨ÉÖZÉ¨Éå

{É®ú vÉxÉ EòÒ Eò¨ÉÒ +Écä÷ ½èþ +ÉiÉÒ*

ºÉ{ÉxÉä näùJÉÚÄ ¤Écä÷-¤Écä÷, {É®ú ºÉ{ÉxÉä {ÉÚ®äú ½þÉäiÉä xÉ½þÓ*

UÚôxÉÉ SÉÉ½ÚÄþ +ÉºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ EòÒ >ÄðSÉÉ<ªÉÉå EòÉä,

±ÉäÊEòxÉ MÉ®úÒ¤ÉÒ Eäò Ë{ÉVÉ®äú ¨Éå,

½ÚÄþ Eèònù BEò ÊSÉÊc÷ªÉÉ ¤ÉxÉ,

{ÉÆJÉ JÉÉä±ÉxÉÉ SÉÉ½ÚÄþ +{ÉxÉä,

±ÉäÊEòxÉ EòiÉ®äú ½ÖþB ½éþ ¨Éä®äú {É® * 

Eò½þiÉä ½éþ ±ÉÉäMÉ ¤ÉÉ±É ¨ÉWÉnÚù®úÒ ½èþ MÉÖxÉÉ½þ, 

{É®ú ºÉÚZÉä xÉ <ºÉEòÉ EòÉä<Ç ={ÉÉªÉ * 

Ê½þ¨¨ÉiÉ xÉ ½þÉ°ÄüMÉÉ, EòÉäÊ¶É¶É Eò®úiÉÉ ®ú½ÚÄþMÉÉ ¨Éé,

BEò ÊnùxÉ BäºÉÉ +ÉBMÉÉ,

±ÉIªÉ ¨Éä®úÉ ¨ÉÖZÉEòÉä Ê¨É±É ½þÒ VÉÉBMÉÉ *

{É®ú xÉ½þÓ ½þÉ°ÄüMÉÉ ¨Éé 

xÉÉ<¶ÉÉ +OÉ´ÉÉ±É, IX A
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1) BäºÉÒ EòÉèxÉ ºÉÒ SÉÒWÉ ½èþ ÊVÉºÉEäò {ÉÆJÉ xÉ½þÓ ½èþ Ê¡ò®ú ¦ÉÒ ½þ´ÉÉ ¨Éå =c÷iÉÒ ½è? ½þÉlÉ xÉ½þÓ ½èþ Ê¡ò®ú ¦ÉÒ ´É½þ ±Éb÷iÉÒ ½èþ? 

2) iÉÒxÉ +IÉ®ú EòÉ =ºÉEòÉ xÉÉ¨É, =±É]õÉ-ºÉÒvÉÉ BEò ºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ +ÉxÉä-VÉÉxÉä EòÉ ½èþ |É¨ÉÖJÉ ºÉÉvÉxÉ, nù¨É ½þÉäiÉÉä ¤ÉiÉÉ+Éää =ºÉEòÉ xÉÉ¨É *

3) JÉÉ±ÉÒ {Éä]õ, ¤Éc÷Ò ¨ÉºiÉÉxÉÒ, ±ÉÉäMÉ Eò½äþ =ºÉEòÉä, {ÉÉxÉÒ EòÒ ®úÉxÉÒ *

4) ¨Éé ½þ®úÉ ½ÚÄþ ±ÉäÊEòxÉ ¨Éé {ÉkÉÉ xÉ½þÓ ½ÚÄþ, xÉEò±ÉSÉÒ ½ÚÄþ ±ÉäÊEòxÉ ¨Éé ¤ÉÆnù®ú xÉ½þÓ ½ÚÄþ, ¤ÉiÉÉ+Éä ¨Éé EòÉèxÉ ½ÚÄþ  *

5) +ÉÄJÉå ½èþ {É®ú +ÆvÉÒ ½ÚÄþ, {Éè®ú ½èþ {É®ú ±ÉÆMÉc÷Ò ½ÚÄþ, ¨ÉÖÄ½þ ½èþ {É®ú ¨ÉÉèxÉ ½ÚÄþ, ¤ÉiÉÉ+Éä ¨Éé EòÉèxÉ ½ÚÄþ? 

6) nùÉä +IÉ®ú EòÉ ¨Éä®úÉ xÉÉ¨É, ½þ®únù¨É ®ú½þiÉÉ ¨ÉÖZÉä VÉÖEòÉ¨É, EòÉMÉWÉ ½èþ ¨Éä®úÉ ¯û¨ÉÉ±É, ¦ÉèªªÉÉ CªÉÉ ½èþ ¨Éä®úÉ xÉÉ¨É *

7) ºÉÖ¤É½þ-ºÉÖ¤É½þ ½þÒ +ÉiÉÉ ½ÚÄþ, nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ ¦É®ú EòÒ JÉ¤É®ú ºÉÖxÉÉiÉÉ ½ÚÄþ, Ê¤ÉxÉ ¨Éä®äú ºÉ¤É ½þÉä VÉÉiÉä =nùÉºÉ, ºÉ¤ÉEòÉ {ªÉÉ®úÉ ®ú½þiÉÉ ½ÚÄþ

8) BäºÉÉ EòÉèxÉ ºÉÉ JÉWÉÉxÉÉ ½éþ ÊVÉºÉä ÊVÉiÉxÉÉ VªÉÉnùÉ ±ÉÖ]õÉªÉÉ VÉÉB, ´É½þ =iÉxÉÉ ½þÒ VªÉÉnùÉ ¤ÉgøøiÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ *

9) nùÉä +IÉ®ú EòÉ ¨Éä®úÉ xÉÉ¨É, ºÉ®ú EòÉä gøøEòxÉÉ ¨Éä®úÉ EòÉ¨É *   

10) ¨Éä®úÉ ¦ÉÉ<Ç ¤Éc÷É ¶ÉèiÉÉxÉ, ¤Éè`äö xÉÉEò {É®ú, {ÉEòcä÷ EòÉxÉ *

11) UôÉä]õÉ-ºÉÉ ¡òEòÒ®ú, ÊVÉºÉEäò {Éä]õ ¨Éå ±ÉEòÒ®ú *

12) ½þ®úÉ SÉÉä®ú, ±ÉÉ±É ¨ÉEòÉxÉ, =ºÉ¨Éå ¤Éè`öÉ EòÉ±ÉÉ ¶ÉèiÉÉxÉ, MÉ®ú¨ÉÒ ¨Éå ´É½þ ½èþ ÊnùJÉiÉÉ, ºÉ®únùÒ ¨Éå MÉÉªÉ¤É ½þÉä VÉÉiÉÉ?

13) ´É½þ CªÉÉ ½èþ VÉÉä +É{ÉEäò ºÉÉäiÉä ½þÒ xÉÒSÉä ÊMÉ®ú VÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ,+Éè®ú +É{ÉEäò =`öiÉä ½þÒ =`ö VÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ *

 KÉÖ¶ÉÒ ®úÉ`öÒ, iÉÞ¹ÉÉ +OÉ´ÉÉ±É, IV A

{ÉiÉÆMÉ  VÉ½þÉWÉ  xÉÉ´É  iÉÉäiÉÉ

MÉÖÊc÷ªÉÉ  {ÉäxÉ  +JÉ¤ÉÉ®ú  YÉÉxÉ EòÉ JÉWÉÉxÉÉ

]õÉä{ÉÒ  SÉ¶¨ÉÉ  MÉä½ÚÄþ  iÉ®ú¤ÉÚVÉ  {É±ÉEò

 ÊGòªÉÉ ¤ÉiÉÉiÉÒ ºÉ¤ÉEòÉäò EòÉ¨É , Eò¦ÉÒ xÉ½þÓ Eò®úiÉÒ +É®úÉ¨É “
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ÊºÉxÉä¨ÉÉ EòÉ ½þ¨ÉÉ®äú VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ¨Éå |É¦ÉÉ´É
ÊºÉxÉä¨ÉÉ ¨ÉxÉÉä®ÆúVÉxÉ EòÉ BEò ±ÉÉäEòÊ|ÉªÉ »ÉÉäiÉ ½èþ* +ÉVÉEò±É Ê¡ò±¨ÉÉå 

EòÉ ½þ¨ÉÉ®äú VÉÒ´ÉxÉ {É®ú ¤É½ÖþiÉ WªÉÉnùÉ |É¦ÉÉ´É ½èþ* ±ÉÉäMÉ Ê¡ò±¨ÉÉå Eäò 

Eò±ÉÉEòÉ®úÉå uùÉ®úÉ ÊEòB MÉB ÊGòªÉÉEò±ÉÉ{ÉÉå ºÉä |ÉäÊ®úiÉ ½þÉä Eò®ú EòÉªÉÇ 

Eò®úxÉä ±ÉMÉiÉä ½éþ * ´Éä =xÉEòÒ iÉ®ú½þ ¤ÉxÉxÉä EòÉ |ÉªÉÉºÉ Eò®úiÉä ½éþ* ±ÉÉäMÉÉå 

{É®ú ÊºÉxÉä¨ÉÉ näùJÉxÉä EòÉ +SUôÉ +Éè®ú ¤ÉÖ®úÉ nùÉäxÉÉå iÉ®ú½þ ºÉä |É¦ÉÉ´É 

{Éc÷iÉÉ ½èþ* +ÉVÉEò±É Ê¡ò±¨ÉÉå ¨Éå Ë½þºÉÉ +Éè®ú Eò<Ç +xÉÖÊSÉiÉ où¶ªÉ 

½þÉäiÉä ½éþ ÊVÉxÉEòÉ ¤ÉSSÉÉå iÉlÉÉ ÊEò¶ÉÉä®úÉå {É®ú ¤ÉÖ®úÉ |É¦ÉÉ´É {Éc÷iÉÉ ½èþ* 

+ÉVÉEò±É ]õÒ.´ÉÒ. +Éè®ú ¨ÉÉä¤ÉÉ<±É ¨Éå Eò<Ç iÉ®ú½þ EòÒ Ê¡ò±¨Éå PÉ®ú ¤Éè`äö 

½þÒ näùJÉ ºÉEòiÉä ½éþ* ¤ÉSSÉä ¦ÉÒ {ÉgøÉ<Ç-Ê±ÉJÉÉ<Ç UôÉäc÷Eò®ú ÊºÉxÉä¨ÉÉ näùJÉxÉä 

¤Éè`ö VÉÉiÉä ½éþ * ÊVÉºÉºÉä =xÉEòÉ ºÉ¨ÉªÉ xÉ¹]õ ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ* ´É½þÓ nÚùºÉ®úÒ 

+Éä®ú EÖòUô YÉÉxÉ´ÉvÉÇEò Ê¡ò±¨Éå ¦ÉÒ ½þÉäiÉÒ ½éþ ÊVÉºÉEòÉ ±ÉÉäMÉÉå {É®ú +SUôÉ 

|É¦ÉÉ´É {Éc÷iÉÉ ½èþ* Eò<Ç iÉ®ú½þ EòÒ VÉÉxÉEòÉ®úÒ ¦ÉÒ Ê¨É±ÉiÉÒ ½èþ* ½þ¨Éå ªÉÉnù 

®úJÉxÉÉ SÉÉÊ½þB ÊEò Ê¡ò±¨Éå Eäò´É±É ¨ÉxÉÉä®ÆúVÉxÉ Eäò Ê±ÉB ½þÉäiÉÒ ½éþ +Éè®ú 

½þ¨Éå <ºÉä +{ÉxÉä VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ºÉä Eò¦ÉÒ xÉ½þÓ VÉÉäc÷xÉÉ SÉÉÊ½þB*  

+ÉªÉ¶ÉÉ, VIII A 

¨ÉÉÄ
"¨ÉÉÄ' ªÉÚÄ iÉÉä BEò ¶É¤nù ½èþ, 

{É®ú WÉ®úÉ ¨ÉxÉxÉ Eò®úEäò näùJÉÉä, 

<ºÉÒ +IÉ®ú ¨Éå SÉÉ®úÉå vÉÉ¨É ½éþ *

Bä ¨ÉÉÄ iÉä®úÒ ºÉÚ®úiÉ ºÉä +±ÉMÉ,

¦ÉMÉ´ÉÉxÉ EòÒ ºÉÚ®úiÉ CªÉÉ ½þÉäMÉÒ *

¨ÉÉÄ <ºÉÒ ºÉÞÎ¹]õ EòÒ |ÉÊiÉ{ÉÉ±ÉEò ½èþ, 

+Éè®ú ¨ÉÉÄ  ½þÒ ºÉÞÎ¹]õ EòÉ +ÆiÉ ½èþ *

¦É´ªÉÉ ®úÉ`öÒ 
IV A

SÉÖ]õEÖò±Éä

1) ]õÒSÉ®ú - ¤ÉiÉÉ+Éä, nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ EòÉ ºÉ¤ÉºÉä {ÉÖ®úÉxÉÉ VÉÉxÉ´É®ú EòÉèxÉ ºÉÉ ½èþ ?

UôÉjÉ- WÉä¤É®úÉ ½èþ *

]õÒSÉ®ú - WÉä¤É®úÉ ½þÒ EèòºÉä?

UôÉjÉ - CªÉÉåÊEò <ºÉEòÉ ®ÆúMÉ EòÉ±ÉÉ +Éè®ú ºÉ¢äònù ½èþ * 

2) ]õÒSÉ®ú - SÉÉÄnù {É®ú Eònù¨É ®úJÉxÉä ´ÉÉ±ÉÉ {É½þ±ÉÉ ´ªÉÊHò EòÉèxÉ lÉÉ ?

UôÉjÉ- ¤ÉÉ½Öþ¤É±ÉÒ

       ¤ÉÉ½ = am ¤É±ÉÒ = strong

Eäò. ¸ÉÒ SÉ®úhÉ, IV A

ºÉÆYÉÉ ºÉ´ÉÇxÉÉ¨É ÊEò Ê´É¶Éä¹ÉiÉÉ ¤ÉiÉÉB,´É½þÒ Ê´É¶Éä¹ÉhÉ Eò½þ±ÉÉB“
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¨Éä®äú VÉÒ´ÉxÉ Eäò EÖòUô JÉ]Âõ]äõ ¨ÉÒ`äö {É±É
 ¨Éä®úÒ ºÉÉiÉ´ÉÓ EòIÉÉ iÉEò ¨Éé +{ÉxÉä ¨ÉÉiÉÉ-Ê{ÉiÉÉ EòÉ <Eò±ÉÉèiÉÉ ±ÉÉb÷±ÉÉ ¤Éä]õÉ lÉÉ * ¨Éä®úÒ ¶É®úÉ®úiÉÉå EòÉä ¨ÉÉºÉÚÊ¨ÉªÉiÉ ºÉ¨ÉZÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ lÉÉ * 

VÉÉä SÉÉ½äþ ´É½þ Ê¤ÉxÉ ¨ÉÉÄMÉä ½þÒ Ê¨É±É VÉÉiÉÉ lÉÉ * ¨Éé BEò ®úÉVÉEÖò¨ÉÉ®ú EòÒ iÉ®ú½þ {É±É ®ú½þÉ lÉÉ * +{ÉxÉÒ ½þÒ nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ ¨Éå ¨ÉºiÉ lÉÉ ¨Éé * 

+SÉÉxÉEò BEò ÊnùxÉ ºÉ¤É +ÉEò®ú ¨ÉÖZÉä ¤ÉvÉÉ<Ç näùxÉä ±ÉMÉä - "iÉÖ¨½þÉ®úÉ UôÉä]õÉ ¦ÉÉ<Ç ½Öþ+É ½èþ', ¨Éé ºÉnù¨Éä ¨Éå lÉÉ ÊEò EòÉä<Ç ¨Éä®úÒ iÉ®ú¡ò näùJÉ xÉ½þÓ 

®ú½þÉ lÉÉ* ºÉ¤É ±ÉÉäMÉ =ºÉä ½þÒ MÉÉänù ¨Éå ±Éä-±Éä Eò®ú PÉÚ¨É ®ú½äþ lÉä * ¨ÉÖZÉ {É®ú ÊEòºÉÒ EòÒ xÉVÉ®ú ½þÒ xÉ½þÓ lÉÒ ¨ÉÖZÉä ±ÉMÉÉ ÊEò UôÉä]äõ ¦ÉÉ<Ç Eäò +ÉxÉä ºÉä 

ºÉ¤ÉEòÉ ¨Éä®äú |ÉÊiÉ {ªÉÉ®ú Eò¨É ½Éäþ MÉªÉÉ* MÉÖººÉä ¨Éå ¨Éé ¦ÉÉ<Ç EòÉä ¤Éä´ÉVÉ½þ ¨ÉÉ®úxÉä ±ÉMÉÉ ¨Éé näùJÉxÉÉ SÉÉ½þiÉÉ lÉÉ ÊEò ¨ÉÉiÉÉ-Ê{ÉiÉÉ ÊEòºÉEòÒ iÉ®ú¡ònùÉ®úÒ 

Eò®åúMÉä * UôÉä]õÉ ½þÉäxÉä EòÒ ´ÉVÉ½þ ºÉä =ºÉEòÉ ºÉÉlÉ näùiÉä lÉä ¨Éé +Éè®ú MÉÖººÉä ºÉä Ê¤ÉxÉÉ ´ÉVÉ½þ =ºÉä ¨ÉÉ®úxÉä ±ÉMÉÉ * +¤É ¨Éä®äú ¨ÉÉiÉÉ-Ê{ÉiÉÉ ¨Éä®úÒ ½þ®ú 

¶É®úÉ®úiÉ {É®ú Eòc÷Ò ºÉä Eòc÷Ò ºÉVÉÉ näùxÉä ±ÉMÉä * ¨Éé <ºÉ ºÉ¤ÉEòÉ ÊVÉ¨¨ÉänùÉ®ú ¦ÉÉ<Ç EòÉä ½þÒ ºÉ¨ÉZÉxÉä ±ÉMÉÉ * BEò ÊnùxÉ iÉÉä ¨Éä®úÉ MÉÖººÉÉ ºÉÉiÉ´Éå 

+ÉºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ {É®ú SÉgø MÉªÉÉ * ½Öþ+É ªÉ½þ lÉÉ ÊEò Ê{ÉiÉÉVÉÒ ¤ÉÉ½þ®ú ºÉä ±ÉÉè]õiÉä ºÉ¨ÉªÉ BEò ½þÒ SÉÉEò±Éä]õ ±ÉÉB lÉä +Éè®ú UôÉä]õÉ ½þÉäxÉä Eäò EòÉ®úhÉ =ºÉä 

½þÒ ÊnùªÉÉ * ¨ÉÖZÉä MÉÖººÉÉ +ÉªÉÉ, Ê{ÉiÉÉVÉÒ EòÉ®úhÉ ¤ÉiÉÉxÉä ½þÒ ´ÉÉ±Éä lÉä, BEò ½þÒ SÉÉEò±Éä]õ CªÉÉå ±ÉÉB ¨ÉéxÉä ºÉÖxÉä Ê¤ÉxÉÉ ½þÒ 

UôÉä]äõ ¦ÉÉ<Ç EòÉ ºÉ®ú nùÒ´ÉÉ®ú {É®ú näù ¨ÉÉ®úÉ * =ºÉEäò ºÉ®ú ºÉä JÉÚxÉ EÒò vÉÉ®úÉ ¤É½þxÉä ±ÉMÉÒ ¨Éé ºÉ½þ¨É  Eò®ú EòÉäxÉä ¨Éå nÖù¤ÉEò MÉªÉÉ =ºÉä iÉÖ®ÆúiÉ +º{ÉiÉÉ±É 

±Éä VÉÉªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ * ¦ÉÉ<Ç Eäò +º{ÉiÉÉ±É ºÉä PÉ®ú +ÉiÉä ½þÒ ¨ÉÖZÉä ½þÉäº]õ±É ¦ÉäVÉ ÊnùªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ, ¨ÉÉiÉÉ-Ê{ÉiÉÉ nùÉäxÉÉå ½þÒ xÉÉ JÉÖ¶É lÉä 

{É®ú ¨ÉVÉ¤ÉÚ®úÒ lÉÒ, =xÉEäò +ÉÄºÉÚ näùJÉ ¨ÉÖZÉä ÊEòB {É®ú {ÉUôiÉÉ´ÉÉ ½þÉäxÉä ±ÉMÉÉ CªÉÉåÊEò ¨Éé =xÉºÉä nÚù®ú Eò¦ÉÒ ®ú½þÉ xÉ½þÓ * ´É½þÉÄ VÉÉEò®ú ¨ÉéxÉä +{ÉxÉÉ 

EòÉ¨É JÉÖnù Eò®úxÉÉ ºÉÒJÉÉ * ¨Éé +Éi¨ÉÊxÉ¦ÉÇ®ú ½þÉä MÉªÉÉ, {É®ú +ÉVÉ ¦ÉÒ VÉ¤É ºÉÉäSÉiÉÉ ½ÚÄþ ¨Éä®äú MÉÖººÉä xÉä ½þÒ ¨ÉÖZÉä ½þÉäº]õ±É {É½ÖÄþSÉÉ ÊnùªÉÉ ½èþ +Éè®ú ¨ÉéxÉä 

+{ÉxÉä VÉÒ´ÉxÉ Eäò ¨É½þi´É{ÉÚhÉÇ {É±É ¨ÉÉiÉÉ-Ê{ÉiÉÉ Eäò Ê¤ÉxÉÉ ½þÒ MÉÖVÉÉ®ä ½é * 

 ¨ÉvÉÖ®äú¶É, X B

¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ EòÒ ªÉÉnåù
¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ ¶É¤nù MÉÖb÷ EòÒ b÷±ÉÒ VÉèºÉÉ ¨ÉÒ`öÉ ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ +Éè®ú ¤ÉSSÉÉå Eäò ºEÚò±ÉÒ VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ºÉä VÉÖb÷Ò iÉÉä ¤É½ÖþiÉ ºÉÉ®úÒ ªÉÉnåù ½þÉäiÉÒ ½éþ ¨Éä®äú ¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ ºÉä 

VÉÖc÷Ò ¦ÉÒ BäºÉÒ +xÉäEò ªÉÉnåù ½éþ * =xÉ¨Éå ºÉä <ºÉ PÉ]õxÉÉ EòÉ Ê´É¶Éä¹É ºlÉÉxÉ ½èþ * ½Öþ+É EÖòUô BäºÉÉ lÉÉ ÊEò VÉ¤É ¨Éé {ÉÉÆSÉ´ÉÒ EòIÉÉ ¨Éå lÉÒ 

iÉÉä ¨Éé ¤Éc÷Ò ¶É®úÉ®úiÉÒ lÉÒ * ºÉ¦ÉÒ Ê¶ÉIÉEò ¨ÉÖZÉºÉä {É®äú¶ÉÉxÉ ®ú½þÉ Eò®úiÉä lÉä * ½þ¨ÉÉ®äú ºEÚò±É Eäò +½þÉiÉä ¨Éå VÉÉ¨ÉÖxÉ Eäò EÖòUô {Éäc÷ lÉä {É®úxiÉÖ 

½äþb÷¨ÉÉº]õ®ú +Éè®ú ¨ÉÉ±ÉÒ Eäò b÷®ú ºÉä EòÉä<Ç <xÉ VÉÉ¨ÉÖxÉ Eäò {Éäc÷ EòÉä ½þÉlÉ ¦ÉÒ xÉ½þÓ ±ÉMÉÉiÉÉ lÉÉ {É®úxiÉÖ BEò ÊnùxÉ ¨ÉéxÉä +Éè®ú ¨Éä®äú EÖòUô Ê¨ÉjÉÉå 

xÉä VÉÉ¨ÉÖxÉ iÉÉäc÷xÉä EòÉ ¡èòºÉ±ÉÉ ÊEòªÉÉ, iÉªÉ ªÉ½þ ½Öþ+É ÊEò ¨Éé {Éäc÷ {É®ú SÉfÚÄøMÉÒ +Éè®ú ºÉ¤É xÉÒSÉä ÊxÉMÉ®úÉxÉÒ Eò®åúMÉä * 

VÉèºÉä ½þÒ ¨Éé {Éäc÷ EòÒ BEò b÷É±ÉÒ {É®ú {É½ÖÄþSÉÒ iÉ¤É b÷É±ÉÒ ]Úõ]õ MÉ<Ç +Éè®ú ¨Éé vÉ¨¨É ºÉä xÉÒSÉä ÊMÉ®ú {Éc÷Ò, ºÉÉlÉ ½þÒ ¨Éä®úÉ ÊºÉ®ú BEò xÉÖEòÒ±Éä {ÉilÉ®ú 

ºÉä ]õEò®úÉxÉä Eäò EòÉ®úhÉ ¡ò]õ MÉªÉÉ +Éè®ú ¨Éé ¤Éä½þÉä¶É ½þÉä MÉ<Ç ¨Éä®äú ºÉÉÊlÉªÉÉå EòÉä ¦ÉÒ SÉÉä]õ ±ÉMÉ MÉ<Ç lÉÒ, iÉÖ®úxiÉ ½äþb÷¨ÉÉº]õ®ú ¨ÉÖZÉä nù´ÉÉJÉÉxÉÉ 

±Éä MÉB +Éè®ú ¨Éä®úÉ ={ÉSÉÉ®ú Eò®ú´ÉÉªÉÉ +Éè®ú ºÉ¨ÉZÉÉªÉÉ ÊEò VÉÉ¨ÉÖxÉ EòÉ ´ÉÞIÉ ¤Éc÷É Eò¨ÉWÉÉä®ú ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ * +ÉVÉ ªÉÊnù ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ®ú½þiÉä ¨Éä®úÉ 

={ÉSÉÉ®ú xÉ Eò®ú´ÉÉªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ ½þÉäiÉÉ iÉÉä ¨Éä®äú ºÉÉlÉ EÖòUô ¦ÉÒ ½þÉä ºÉEòiÉÉ lÉÉ * ¨ÉÉiÉÉ-Ê{ÉiÉÉ, ºEÚò±É Eäò +vªÉÉ{ÉEò ºÉ¦ÉÒ EòÉä ¨ÉéxÉä {É®äú¶ÉÉxÉÒ 

¨Éå b÷É±É ÊnùªÉÉ lÉÉ * +iÉ& ¨Éä®úÉ ªÉ½þ EòÉªÉÇ =ÊSÉiÉ xÉ½þÓ lÉÉ * +ÉVÉ ¦ÉÒ VÉ¤É ¨Éé VÉÉ¨ÉÖxÉ näùJÉiÉÒ ½ÚÄþ iÉÉä ¨ÉÖZÉä +{ÉxÉä ½äþb÷¨ÉÉº]õ®ú EòÒ ¤ÉÉiÉå 

ªÉÉnù +É VÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ *

+ÆÊEòiÉÉ {ÉÉ±ÉÉä, X B

Ê¤ÉxÉ ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ ®ú½þiÉÉ +YÉÉxÉ , ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ EòÉ Eò®úxÉÉ ºÉ¨¨ÉÉxÉ “
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ª«sW ELRiV

Ë³ÏÁWµy©«s DµR¶ùª«sWÌÁ róy©«sLi 

  F¡¿RÁLixmsÖýÁ ©y úgSª«sVLi.

  ¬sLi²R¶V gRiLigSÎØÌÁV ª«sW Â¿ÁLRiVª«soÌÁV. 

 |msµôR¶ ª«sVV¾»^½QòµR¶Vª«soÌÁV ËØÈÁ©«s ¬sÖÁÀÁ©«s »R½L-

RiVª«soÌÁV 

xmso²R¶ V »R½ÖýÁNTP xms¿RÁè¬s N][NRPÌÁV 

xmsLi²R¶VgRi©yÎÏÁþ  xms¿RÁè¬s xmsLjixqsLSÌÁV 

Fy²T¶ xmsaRPVª«soÌÁV ÛÍÁ[gRi µR¶W²R¶ÌÁV 

NSÌÁV¬s µR¶V®ªs* N][®²¶ gji»R½òÌÁV 

BLiÉÓÁª«sVVLigjiÈÁ LRiLigRiª«sÌýÁVÌÁV 

Ë³ÏÁWVNTP µj¶gji©«s A x¤¦¦¦Lji sÌýÁVÌÁV 

G²yµj¶N][ryLji ª«s©«s Ë³Ü[ÇÁ©yÌÁV 

ª«sxqsV\®µ³¶NRP Ë³Øª«s©«sÌÁ xqsª«sW¥¦¦¦LSÌÁV 

Â¿Á[®©s[»R½ NSLjiøNRPVÌÁ BNRPä»`½ NRPÎÏÁÌÁV 

Ë³ØLRi»R½ ©yLki AaRPÌÁNRPV úxms¼d½NRPÌÁV 

FsÖýÁ¸R¶VÍýÜ[! FsÖýÁ¸R¶VÍýÜ[! @®©s[ ÇØ©«sxmsµR¶ gki»yÌÁV. 

ÊÁ»R½NRP¬sµôR¶Li @LiÈÁW Fy®²¶[ ÊÁ»R½VNRPª«sVø FyÈÁÌÁV 

¬sLi\®²¶©«s  ¾»½ÌÁVgRiVµR¶©«sLi»][ NRPª«sVøQ\®©s©«s ¾»½ÌÁLigSßá                        

¥¦¦¦zqs¬s xqsVFyöÌÁ, VII

µyùLóRiVÌÁV - úNRPª«sVbPORPQßá

úNRPª«sVbPORPQßá @®©s[µj¶ @LigRi²T¶ÍÜ[ N]©«s²y¬sNTP  µ]LjiZNP[ xqsLRiVNRPV NSµR¶V. 

"®ªsVV\ZNPQQä ª«sLigRi¬sµj¶ ª«sW\®©s ª«sLigRiV©y' @®©s[ ry®ªsV»R½ úxmsNSLRiLi 

ÀÁ©«sõ»R½©«sLi ©«sVLi®²¶[ FsLi»][ ®©s[LRiVö»][, JLRiVö»][ @ÌÁªyÈÁVÂ¿Á[xqsVN]

[ª«sÌÁzqs©«s µ³y©«sLi. úNRPª«sVbPORPQßá©«sV FyÉÓÁLi¿RÁ²R¶Li @®©s[µj¶ ®ªsVVµR¶ÉýÜ[ 

¿yÌÁ NRPxtísQLigS DLiÈÁVLiµj¶.  @ÌÁªyÈÁV Â¿Á[xqsVN]LiÛÉÁ[ "@Ë³ØùxqsLi 

NRPWxqsV µR¶ù' @©«sõÈýÁV A »R½LRiVªy»R½ xqsVÌÁË³ÏÁ ryµ³R¶ù®ªs[V @ª«so»R½VLiµj¶. 

µyùLóRiVÌÁV »R½ª«sVÒÁ »R½ NSxqsúNRPª«sVLiÍÜ[ úNRPª«sVbPORPQßá©«sV 

»R½xmsö¬sxqsLjigS FyÉÓÁLi¿yÖÁ. ª«sVLiÀÁ @ÌÁªyÈýÁV úNRPª«sVbPORPQßáNRPV ¿RÁNRPä¬s 

r¡Fy©yÌÁV. |msµôR¶ÌÁ©«sV g_LRi Li¿RÁ²R¶Li, »][ÉÓÁªyLji¬s ú}msVLi¿RÁ²R¶Li, 

®µ¶[aRPË³ÏÁNTPò NRPÖÁgjiDLi²R¶²R¶Li, ryª«sWÑÁNRP}qsªy NSLRiùúNRPª«sWÍýÜ[ ¿RÁVLRiVgæS 

FyÍæÜ©«s²R¶Li Bª«s¬dsõ úNRPª«sVbPORPQßá xmnsÖÁ»R½LigS GLRiö®²¶[ xqsVgRiVßØÌÁV.

ª«sVx¤¦¦¦¼½, IV

úxmsNRPX¼½ a][Ë³ÏÁ

Ë³Ø©«sV²T¶ NTPLRißØÌÁ»][ úxmsNRPX¼½ xqsxmsòª«sLñRi a][Õ³Á»R½\®ªsV 

xmspÌÁV NSuy¸R¶W¬sõ µyÍØèLiVV. 

xmsLi²ýR¶V NSuy¸R¶W¬sõ Aª«sLjiLi¿yLiVV. 

 VLjiè NSuy¸R¶W¬sõ N_gjiÖÁLiÀÁLiµj¶. 

AlLiLiÇÞ J lLi[LiÇÞ ÍÜ[ xmsoÌÁVxmso¬sÀÁèLiµj¶. 

AL][gRiùµyLiVV¬s ª«sV©«s@ª«sVø µy¬sª«sVø 

ª«sVLiµyLSÌÁV ª«sV©«sxqsV µ][¿yLiVV. 

gRiVÍØÕdÁÌÁNRPV ª«s®©sõÌÁV @ª«sVLSLiVV. 

B¬sõ ª«sLñSÌÁÍÜ[ ZNPÌýÁ NSuy¸R¶V®ªs[V ª«sV©¯[¬saRPèÌÁ»R½NRPV µyLji ¿RÁWzmsLiµj¶. 

"®ªs[VxmnsWÌÁLiµR¶Li - ¬dsÍØÌÁLiµR¶Li 

¬dsÍØNSaRPLi ¬s»R½ùLi @LiµR¶Li 

@LiµyÌÁ¬dsõ ÒÁª«sLiµyÖÁè 

©yÈÁù ª«sV¸R¶VWLSÌÁ¸R¶WùLiVV'

ÑÁxtñsv, VIII

xms¿RÁèÌÁ ¥¦¦¦LRiLi - Ë³ØLRi»yª«s¬s
 xms¿RÁèµR¶©«sLi xmsLjiaRPVúË³ÏÁ»R½  úxmsNRPX¼½ ª«sV©«sNRPV ®©s[Ljiö©«s ª«sWÈÁ 

xms¿RÁèµR¶©«sLi Ë³ÏÁLRi»yª«s¬s xmsoÉíÓÁÌýÁ¬s ª«sV©«sLi ¾»½ÌÁVxqsVN][ª«sÌÁzqs©«s ª«sWÈÁ. 

xms¿RÁèÌÁ ª«sVßÓá¥¦¦¦LRi\®ªsV µj¶ª_ùxtsQµ³R¶ª«sVVÌÁ»][ 

ª«sW©«sªy×ÁNTP ª«sLRiLiÍØ Ë³ØzqsLiÀÁLiµj¶.

A ª«sLS¬sõ xqsVxqsLixms©«sõLi Â¿Á[zqs 

Ë³Ø  »R½LSÌÁNRPV @Liµj¶µôyLi.    

@ORPQLRi, VI

¾®µ¶[aRPË³ØxtsQÌÁLiµR¶V ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV ÛÍÁxqs=   

ª«sW»R½XË³ØxtsQ

@ª«sVø I²T¶ úxms´R¶ª«sV ÊÁ²T¶  

A ÊÁ®²¶[ ª«sV©¯[Ë³ØªyÌÁNRPV @ORPQLSË³ØùxqsLi 

@ª«sVø ÇÜ[ÌÁFyÈÁ»][®©s[ ª«sW»R½XË³ØxtsQNRPV ÒÁª«sLi 

aRPX¼½ ÌÁ¸R¶VÌÁNRPV $NSLRiLi ¿RÁVÉíÓÁ 

xmsLRiª«saRPLi»][  xmsLjiª«sV×ÁLiÂ¿Á[ Ë³ØxtsQ 

ª«sV©«s ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV Ë³ØxtsQ 

®©s[©«sV ©y Ë³ØxtsQ @®©s[ Ë³Øª«s©«sNRPV xmso©yµj¶ 

A xmso©yµj¶LSÛÎÁ[þ 

Ë³Ø ÒÁ»y¬sNTP r¡Fy©yÌÁV

ª«sVVFyöÎÏÁþ ¬sLRiøÍØ ®µ¶[
¾»½ÌÁVgRiV DFyµ³yùLiVV¬s
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ÉÔÁ¿RÁL`i »R½LRigRi¼½ gRiµj¶ÍÜ[NTP ª«sÂ¿Á[èxqsLjiNTP ÀÁLiÈÁW ËØgS @ÌýÁLji Â¿Á[xqsVò©yõ²R¶V.  µk¶Li»][ ÉÔÁ¿RÁL`i NTP N][xmsLi ª«sÀÁè ÀÁLiÈÁW¬s ÛÍÁ[zms J úxmsaRPõ 

@²T¶gjiLiµj¶. 

    ÉÔÁ¿RÁL`i: ÀÁLiÈÁW ! ªyÈÁL`i ZNP VNRPÍÞ FnyLRiVøÍØ GLiÉÓÁ? 

    ÀÁLiÈÁW: H  I   J  K  L  M  N  O... NRPlLiNíRPVgS  Â¿ÁFyö©y ÉÔÁ¿RÁL`i ? 

    ÉÔÁ¿RÁL`i: @®µ¶[LiÉÓÁ ÀÁLiÈÁW..... FnyLRiVøÍØ @²T¶gji¾»½[  A B C D.... Â¿ÁÊÁV»R½V©yõª«so?

    ÀÁLiÈÁW: ¬s©«sõ Â¿ÁFyöLRiV gRiµy ÉÔÁ¿RÁL`i... ªyÈÁL`i FnyLRiVøÍØ "|¤¦¦¦¿`Á ÈÁV J'  @¬s. @LiµR¶VZNP "|¤¦¦¦¿`Á  ©«sVLi²T¶  J' ª«sLRiNRPV

Â¿ÁFyö©«sV.

©y²R¶V-®©s[²R¶V :

    ©y²R¶V: A L][ÇÁÙÍýÜ[..... @ª«sVøª«sVø ªy×ÁþLiÉýÜ[ xmsoÛÉíÁ[ ªyÎÏÁþLi.  »R½LRi¿RÁVgS FsxmsöV²R¶LiÛÉÁ[ @xmsöV²R¶V @ª«sVøª«sVø ªy×ÁþLiÉÓÁNTP 

®ªsÛÎÁ[þªyÎÏÁþLi. 

@µ][ A©«sLiµR¶Li, AL][gRiùLi, xqsLRiµyÌÁW DLi®²¶[ . 

    ®©s[²R¶V: C L][ÇÁÙÍýÜ[ ¥¦¦¦zqsöÈÁÍýÜ[ xmso²R¶V»R½V©yõLi.  »R½LRi¿RÁW ¥¦¦¦zqsöÈÁÍÞ NTP ®ªsÎÏÁ§»R½V©yõLi.  ORPQßáLi ORPQßáLi ÕÁNRPVä ÕÁNRPVä ª«sVLiÈÁW 

¼½LRiVgRiV»R½V©yõLi.  

AL][gRiùLi gRiVLjiLiÀÁ Ë³ÏÁVÇØÌÁV »R½²R¶Vª«sVVNRPVLiÈÁV©yõLi. xqsLRiµyÌÁV xmsLRiµyÌÁ ª«sWÈÁVNRPV ®ªsÎØþLiVV.             

xqsLRiµygS »R½Liú²U¶ N]²R¶VNRPVÌÁ xqsLiË³ØxtsQßá :   

     N]²R¶VNRPV:  ©y©yõ!  I  C I  C I ..... @LiÛÉÁ[ GLiÉÔÁ? 

     ©y©«sõ:  J£qs ! Bµj¶ NRPW²y ¾»½ÖdÁµy ! ®©s[©«sV ¿RÁWaS ....   ®©s[©«sV ¿RÁWaS ....  ®©s[©«sV  ....  @¬s @LóRiLi.

H²T¶¸R¶W aRPLkiLS¬sõª«sWlLi[èxqsVòLiµj¶ 

ÊÁLRiVª«so »R½gæRi²y¬sNTP AªyÌÁV FsÍØ?

INRP ZNP[ÒÁ AªyÌÁV INRP gji®©sõÍÜ[ ¼d½xqsVN][ªyÖÁ. »R½LRiVªy»R½ ªyÉÓÁ¬s NTPLiµR¶ ®©s[ÌÁ\|ms F¡¸R¶WÖÁ. BxmsöV²R¶V NTPLiµR¶NRPV ª«sLigji IN]äNRPä 

Aª«s gjiLiÇÁ¬s GLji ª«sV×dÁþ ¼½Ljigji gji®©sõÍÜ[ ®ªs[¸R¶WÖÁ. BÍØ L][ÇÁÙNRPV ª«sVW²R¶V ryLýRiV Â¿Á[¸R¶WÖÁ. 

 ÒÁL][ \|qsÇÁÙ NSªyÌÁLiÛÉÁ[  AªyÌÁNRPV ÊÁµR¶VÌÁVgS gRixqsgRiryÌÁV ªy²R¶Li²T¶.  ÒÁL][ \|qsÇÁÙ r~Li»R½L  Â¿Á[xqsVN][Li²T¶.                                                                    

$ x¤¦¦¦L<Ri ª«sVLji¸R¶VV aRPaSLi»`½, VI

¥¦¦¦ryùª«sµ³y©«sLi

»R½Liú²T¶: @®µ¶[ VúÉØ! Ë³Ü[ÇÁ©«sLi ©«sVLi¿]¬s ¼½LiÈÁV©yõª±s? 

N]²R¶VNRPV: Ë³ØLRiù xqsLiFyµj¶xqsVòLiÛÉÁ[ NRPWL]è¬s ¼½LiÈÁV©yõ©«s¬s ¼½ÉíØLRiVgS! @LiµR¶VZNP[.

LRi : C uyLixmsp \|ms G\®ªsV©y ú{mns DLiµy? 

µR¶VNSßØµyLRiV: ÛÍÁ[µR¶Li²U¶. 

LRi :  @ÊÁµôR¶Li. BNRPä²R¶ ²yLiú²y£mns  ú{mns  @¬s DLiµj¶gS!

²yNíRPL`i: LSª«sogSLRiV ÊÁ¸R¶VÈÁ ¼½©«sNRPLi²T¶. ÛÍÁ[NRPF¡¾»½[ FsÌÁLêki »R½gæRiµR¶V.

LSª«sWLSª«so: @ÍØlgi[ ©«sLi²U¶! ÊÁ¸R¶VÈÁ N]©«sVNRPVä©yõ BLiÉÓÁNTP ¾»½¿RÁVèN]®©s[ ¼½LiÉØ©«sV

Ë³ÏÁNRPVò²T¶NTP - gRiVLRiWÒÁNTP ª«sVµ³R¶ù ÇÁLjigji©«s xqsLiË³ØxtsQßáÌÁV

Ë³ÏÁNRPVò²R¶V: gRiVLRiWÒÁ ®©s[©«sV CL][ÇÁÙ ¬sxtísQgS DxmsªyxqsLi Â¿Á[¸R¶WÌÁ©«sVNRPVLiÈÁV©yõ©«sV. GV Â¿Á[}qsò ®µ¶[ª«s»R½ÌÁV NRPLRiVßÓáryòLRiV?                                  

gRiVLRiWÒÁ: ©¯[ ªyÉØ=£ms. ©¯[ BLiÈÁlLiõÉÞ. ©¯[ |qsÖdÁöé. ©¯[ Fn¡©±s.

C NRPhji©«s\®ªsV©«s DxmsªyxqsLi Â¿Á[}qsò xqsNRPÌÁ ®µ¶[ª«s»R½ÌÁ NRPLRiVßá \®ªs\|mns ÍØgS ÌÁÕ³ÁxqsVòLiµj¶ ©y¸R¶V©y...

ú{ms»R½ª±sV, VII 

ª«sV¬ds»`½, VI
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ª«sL<Ri ÊÁVV»R½Vª«so
ªy©y NSÌÁLi ª«sÀÁèLiµj¶. 

ªy©«sÌÁ ÇÁÌýÁVÌÁV NRPVLjizqsLiµj¶. 

zmsÌýÁÌÁZNPLi»][ A©«sLiµR¶Li. 

|msµôR¶ÌÁZNPLi»][ D»y=x¤¦¦¦Li. 

ª«sV©«sxqsVÌÁZNPLi»][ A¥ý¦¦¦µR¶Li 

úxmsNRPX¼½ ZNPLi»] xmsLRiª«saRPLi

xmso²R¶ V »R½ÖýÁNTP xmsoÌÁNRPLjiLi»R½.

ÀÁ©yõLRiVÌÁ ÀÁLRiV ©«s²R¶NRPÌÁNRPV 

zmsÌýÁ NSÌÁVª«sÌÁV »yÎÏÁLi xmsÖÁNSLiVV

LRiLigRiV LRiLigRiVÌÁ g]²R¶VgRiVÌÁNRPV A¥¦¦¦*©«sLi 

\lLi»yLigS¬sNTP x¤¦¦¦L<Riµy¸R¶VNRPLi

úxmsßÔáÍÞ, VIII

©«sª«s Ë³ØLRi»R½Li
ËØxmso ËÜ[zqs ©«sª«so*ÌÁÍÜ[ ®ªsÖÁzqsLiµj¶. 

úFy»R½M NTPLRißØÌÁ»][ úxms¼½xmnsÖÁLiÀÁLiµj¶. 

NRPÍýØNRPxmsÈÁLi ¾»½ÖÁ¸R¶V¬s FyFyLiVV ÀÁLRiV©«sª«so*ÍÜ[ 

ÀÁLiµj¶LiÀÁLiµj¶. 

úxmsNRPX¼½»][ ª«sV®ªs[VNRP\®ªsV©«sµj¶ ª«sV©«s xqs*¿RÁè Ë³ØLRi»`½. 

úaRPª«sVÍÜ[ xmsoÉíÓÁLiµj¶ ¿³y¸º¶V ªyÍØ»][ LRiWxmsoµj¶µôR¶VNRPVLiµj¶. 

»R½LRi»R½LSÌÁNRPV »R½LRigRi¬s gRi¬sÍØ ¬sLRiLi»R½LRiLi gRiÎÏÁLi NRPÖÁzms 

NRPÌÁzqs rygRiVµyL  ©«sª«sË³ØLRi»R½Li \®ªsxmso. 

ry*¼½ ÀÁ©«sVNRPV»][ NRPW²T¶©«s ÇØ¼½ ª«sVV»R½ù®ªs[V ª«sV©«s Ë³ØLRi»R½ ÇØ¼½ 

xmspª«so ©«sLiÉÓÁ©«s ÀÁ©«sVNRPV xqs*¿RÁèQ\®ªsV©«sµj¶. 

ÀÁ©«sVNRPV ÍØLiÉÓÁ Ë³Øª«s®©s[ ª«sV©«s xqs*¿RÁè Ë³ØLRi»`½. 

NRPÍØ¬sõ ÀdÁxmsoLRiVgS ª«sWLjiè xqs*¿RÁè Ë³ØLRi»`½ ©«sV ¬sLjiøryòLi.      

AúaRP¸R¶V, X

xmsª«s©«sLi
»R½ÌÁVxmsoÌÁV ª«sVWzqs "ÆØ×dÁ gRiµj¶' @©yõLRiV.  

gRiµj¶ÍÜ[xmsÌÁ ®©s[©«sV©yõ - 

DNTPäLji ÕÁNTPäLji @ª«so»R½W DNRPäF¡»R½ Ë³ÏÁLjixqsWò.... 

zmsÌýÁ©«s úg][ sÍÜ[ EzmsLS²R¶NRP ¼½LRiVgRiV»R½W.....

®©s[©«sV ²T¶ÀÁ©«s G²R¶Vxmso ª«sVWÌÁVgRiV©«sV "xqsLigki»R½Li' 

@©yõLRiV.  

ª«sV©«sxqsVNRPV "xqsLi»][xtsQLi' @©yõLRiV.  

ª«sL<S¬sNTP »R½²R¶Vryò©«s¬s Ë³ÏÁ¸R¶Vxms²T¶ ®©s[©«sV xmsLRiVgRiV¼d½xqsVòLiÛÉÁ[ 

"CµR¶VLRiVgSÖÁ' @¬s Cxqs²T¶Li¿RÁVNRPV©yõLRiV.  

®ªs[xqsLigji ÊÁVV»R½Vª«soÍÜ[ ®ªs[²T¶Â¿Á[zqs ®©s[©«sV ª«sVWÌÁ©«s 

NRPWLRiVèLiÛÉÁ[, xmsLiNSÌÁ»][ ÛÍÁ[zms xmsLRiVgRiV |msÉíÓÁryòLRiV. 

®ªs[²T¶gS D©yõ©«s¬s ®ªsúlLi¼½ò F¡»yLRiV. 

©yµj¶ C ÇÁgRiLi, ©yµj¶ C ¸R¶VVgRiLi. 

©y ÇÁgRi»R½VòÍÜ[¬sNTP ª«sÀÁè ¿]LRiÊÁ²ïyLRiV. 

©y D¬sNTP ÛÍÁ[NRPVLiÛÉÁ[ DLiÉØLS?

BLi»R½NUP ®©s[®©sª«sLRi¬s @©«sVNRPVLiÈÁV©yõLRiW !

®©s[©«sV xmsª«s©y¬sõ.     

¬sµ³j¶ µR¶»R½ò, IX

¾»½ÌÁVxmso

¾»½ÌÁVxmso ¾»½ÌÁVxmso»R½VLiµj¶ xqs*¿RÁè»R½©«sV, aSLi¼½¬s 

¾»½ÌÁVxmsoNRPV @LiÈÁµR¶V G ª«sWÖÁ©«sùLi 

ª«sWÖÁ©«sùª«sVLiÉÓÁ©«s ª«sV©«sxqsV»][ »R½V²R¶ª«s ª«s¿RÁVè. 

®µ¶[aRP ª«sV©«sVgRi²R¶NRPV @ª«sVÖÁ©«s 

©«sµk¶ ÇÁÍØÌÁ»][ ª«sV®ªs[VNRP\®ªsV©«s xqsLixqsäQX¼½ ¾»½ÌýÁ¬sµj¶. 

aSLi¼½ NRPF¡»R½\®ªsV @ÌÁLSLRiV»R½W úxmsxmsLi¿y¬sNTP 

»R½ÌÁª«sW¬sNRP\®ªsV©«sµj¶ ¾»½ÌÁVxmso ª«sLñRiLi. 

ª«sV©«sxqsV ¾»½ÌýÁ©«s ª«sVª«sV»R½ ¾»½ÌýÁ©«s. 

ZaP[*»R½ NRPª«sVÍØ¬sõ NRPLRiª«sVV©«s µ³R¶LjiLiVVLiÀÁ 

xqsxmsò ª«sLñRiª«sVVÌÁNRPV Aµ³yLRiË³ÏÁW»R½\®ªsV 

ZaP[*»R½ ª«sxqsòQû µ³yLji\¹¸¶V ßØªyßÓá 

Ë³ØLRi»yª«s¬sÍÜ[ xqsLi¿RÁLjiLiÀÁ @ORPQLRiª«sVV©«sNRPV 

ORPQLRiª«sVLiÈÁ¬dsNRP Dxms¬s[xts»R½VòÌÁ»][ 

Ë³ØgRiù {qsª«sV©«sV xmso¬ds»R½Li ÛÇÁ[zqs 

©«sª«s©«sª¯[®©s[øxtsQ \¹¸¶V  Ë³ØLRi»yª«s¬sNTP ÇìØ©«s ÅÁ¬s\¹¸¶V 

A¿RÁLiúµR¶ »yLSLRiäLi aSLi¼½ NRPF¡»yÌÁNRPV 

¬sÌÁ¸R¶V\®ªsV ¸R¶Va][ ¿RÁLiúµj¶NRPÌÁª«sVLjièLiµj¶.                    

 úxmsßá  r¢ª«sVù, X

Fy²R¶V xms©«sVÌÁV Â¿Á[zqs ©¯[ÎÏÁþ ©y©«sVÈÁ ª«sµôR¶V 

xmsLRiz¤¦¦¦»R½ª«sVV ®ªs[VÌÁ©«sV ª«sWÈÁ ª«sVLRiª«sµôR¶V 

DxmsNSLRi®ªs[V Â¿Á[zqs ELRiVNRPVLi²T¶©«s ®ªs[VÌÁV 

 s©«sVª«sVV ª«sVLiÀÁ ª«sWÈÁ  saRPµR¶ª«sVVgS©«sV.

ú{ms»R½Li, VII

ËØÌÁ NRP »yLRi&VLji
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ª«s²T¶©«sV²T¶ 

1) gS®µ¶ ÍÜ[©«s NRPLiµj¶xmsxmsöV. gS®µ¶ NTPLiµR¶ xmsLiµj¶N]NRPVä. 

2. ©yÌÁVgRiV ©«sÌýÁ ÍØLkiÌÁV, ALRiV FsúLRi ÍØLkiÌÁV.

3. ÊÁVÑêÁgS²R¶V ÊÁÒêÁÌÁV ¼½¬s, ÊÁVÑêÁgS ÊÁÇêÁÙ©yõ²R¶V. 

4. ÌÁORPQ Ë³ÏÁORPQQùª«sVVÌÁV Ë³ÏÁOTPQLi¿RÁV INRP NRPVOTPQNTP, INRP Ë³ÏÁORPQQùª«sVV 

ÌÁORPQQùª«sW ! 

5. ú}msª«sV©«sV ú}ms VLiÀÁ©«s ú}msª«sV, ú}msª«sV\ZNP ú}ms VLiÀÁ©«s 

ú}msª«sV©«sV ú}msª«sVgS ú}ms VxqsVòLiµj¶. 

6. NUP NUP NUP  NSNTPNTP NSNRP NSNTPNTP DLiÈÁVLiµy !                                   

  7. \|ms®©s[®ªsVV ¿RÁVNRPä, NTPLi®µ¶[®ªsW NRPVNRPä. 

ª«sÌýÁ ¿RÁLi²T¶NS $ ª«sV©«szqs*, VI

ÊÁ²T¶ zmsÌýÁÌÁLi
zmsÌýÁÌÁLi ÊÁ²T¶ zmsÌýÁÌÁLi 

ÀÁLRiVÀÁLRiV ©«sª«so*ÌÁ µj¶®ªs*ÌÁLi. 

ª«sW ©«sª«so*ÌÁV ÊÁ²T¶ÍÜ[ xqsLiµR¶²T¶ Â¿Á[ryLiVV. 

ª«sW ÊÁ²T¶ INRP xqsVLiµR¶LRi ©«sLiµR¶©«sª«s©«sLi 

ª«s©«sLiÍÜ[¬s xmsoª«so*ÛÍÁ[ C FyFyLiVVÌÁV 

xqs*¿RÁèQ\®ªsV©«s ª«sWÈÁNRPV úFyßáLiF¡ryòLi. 

gSLiµ³k¶ÒÁ AaRP¸R¶V ryµ³R¶©«sNRPV ®ªs[V®ªs[V ÀÁLRiV©yª«sW 

Ë³ØF¢LRiVÌÁLi Ë³ÏÁLRi»R½ÇØ¼½ LRi´R¶ryLRi´R¶VÌÁLi.

 

ZNP[. ZaP[xtsQ ryLiVV, VII

xmspzqs©«s xmsoª«so* ªy²T¶ F¡»R½VLiµj¶. 

xmsLi²T¶©«s xmsLi²R¶V NRPV×Áþ F¡»R½VLiµj¶. 

FsLi²T¶©«s ANRPV LSÖÁ F¡»R½VLiµj¶. 

NS¬ds 

©«sª«sVøNRPLi»][ GLRiö²T¶©«s "}qsõx¤¦¦¦Li' 

FsxmsöÉÓÁNUP ¬sÖÁÂ¿Á[ DLiÈÁVLiµj¶ 

 ¬suíy, VII

}qsõx¤¦¦¦Li

ª«sVµj¶ÍÜ[ ®ªsVµj¶ÛÍÁ[ ÇìØxmsNRPLi - "ËØÖÁ' úxms¸R¶WßáLi

©y }msLRiV ª¯[ùª±sV lLi²ïT¶. ®©s[©«sV ©yÌæÁª«s »R½LRigRi¼½ ¿RÁµR¶Vª«so¿RÁV©yõ©«sV. ®ªs[xqsÍÜ ®ªs[V 23 ©«sVLi²T¶ ®ªs[V 31 ª«sLRiNRPV BLi²][®©s[ztsQ¸R¶W ÍÜ[¬s 

"ËØÖÁ' @®©s[ µk¶*Fy¬sNTP ®ªsÎØþ©«sV. Bµj¶ INRP úxmsª«sVVÅÁ\®ªsV©«s úxmsxmsLi¿RÁ xmsLSùÈÁNRP úFyLi»R½Li. C µk¶*xmsLi úFyÀdÁ©«s z¤¦¦¦LiµR¶W xqsLixqsäQX¼½NTP, 

AÌÁ¸R¶WÌÁNRPV úxmszqsµôj¶ gSLiÀÁ©«sµj¶. BNRPä²R¶ »]Li\ÛË³Á aS»R½Li z¤¦¦¦LiµR¶Vª«soÌÁV ¬sª«szqsxqsVò©yõLRiV. "ËØÖÁ' xmsLSùÈÁNRPVÌÁNRPV xqs*LæRiµ³yª«sVLi. ª«sVVzqýsLi 

r¡µR¶LRiVÌÁV FsNRPVäª«sgS ¬sª«szqsLiÂ¿Á[ C ®µ¶[aRPLi ÍÜ[ Fs©«s\ÛË³Á aS»R½Li z¤¦¦¦LiµR¶W úxmsÇÁÌÁV DLi²R¶²R¶Li ZaP[xtsQLi. ª«sVV\|ms#öé ÌÁORPQÌÁ ÇÁ©yË³Ø gRiÌÁ "ËØÖÁ' 

NTP ©«sÌÁ\ÛË³Á ÌÁORPQÌÁ ª«sVLiµj¶ xmsLSùÈÁNRPVÌÁV LSª«s²R¶Li @®©s[µj¶ BNRPä²T¶ ZaP[xtsQLigS @Õ³Áª«sLñjiLi¿RÁª«s¿RÁVè. 

    "ËØÖÁ' ÍÜ[ ®ªs[Vª«sVV INRP {qsö²`¶ ËÜ[ÉÞ ÍÜ[ xqsª«sVVúµR¶Li ÍÜ[ D©«sõ "©«sVxqs |ms¬ds²R¶' @®©s[ ÀÁ©«sõ µk¶*Fy¬sNTP ®ªsÎØþª«sVV. A ËÜ[ÉÞ 

úxms¸R¶WßáLi ©y ÇìØxmsNSÌÁÍÜ[ FsxmsöÉÓÁNUP ¬sÖÁÀÁ DLiÈÁVLiµj¶. xqsª«sVVúµR¶LiÍÜ[ ®ªs[Vª«sVV C»R½NRPV ®ªsÎØþª«sVV.  ¬dsÎÏÁþÍýÜ[  ª«sVV©«sgRiNRPVLi²y

 \Û\ÛÍÁ£mns ÇØZNPÉÞ ®ªs[xqsVNRPV©yõª«sVV. ¬dsÎÏÁþÍýÜ LRiNRPLRiNSÌÁ ÇÁÌÁ¿RÁLSÌÁV NRP¬szmsLi¿yLiVV. "ËØÖÁ' ÍÜ[ ª«sVLiNUP FyÌÁ£qs©«sV ¿RÁWryª«sVV. "DÊÁVµ`¶' @®©s[ 

úFyLi»R½LiÍÜ[ C FyÌÁ£qs DLiµj¶.  Bµj¶ xqsLiµR¶LRi+NRPVÌÁ©«sV ËØgS ANRPL<jixqsVòLiµj¶. C úFyLi»y¬sõ gRiVLjiLiÀÁ, @NRPä²T¶ ¿yLjiú»R½NRP, ryLixqsäQX-

¼½NRP  ZaP[uyÌÁ©«sV gRiVLjiLiÀÁ, µy¬s úFyª«sVVÅÁù»R½©«sV gRiVLjiLiÀÁ @NRPä²R¶ D©«sõ \lgi²`¶ ¿RÁNRPägS  sª«sLjiLi¿y²R¶V.  @NRPä²R¶ 740 N][»R½VÌÁV©yõLiVV. 

ªyÉÓÁ¬s ALRiV ª«sLæSÌÁVgS  sË³ÏÁÑÁLiÀÁ úxms¼½L][ÇÁÚ A¥¦¦¦LS¬sõ @Liµj¶xqsVò©yõLRiV.  "ËØÖÁ' ÍÜ[ uyzmsLig`i ª«sWÍÞ=NRPV ®ªsÎØþª«sVV. ®ªs[V 29©«s ©y 

}qsõz¤¦¦¦»R½V\®²¶©«s  "®ªs[µ`¶' xmsoÉíÓÁ©«s L][ÇÁÙ ®ªs[Vª«sVV @LiµR¶LRiLi NRPÌÁzqs   "ËØÖÁ' ÍÜ "B©y¸R¶V xmsoú¼½' @®©s[ INRP x¤¦Ü[ÈÁÍÞ ÍÜ[ FsLi»][ xmnsV©«sLigS 

@NRPä²T¶ xqsLiúxmsµy¸R¶V  xmsµôðR¶¼½ÍÜ ÇÁLRiVxmsoNRPV©yõª«sVV.  Bµj¶ FsxmsöÉÓÁNUP ª«sVLRiÀÁF¡ÛÍÁ[¬s xqsLixmnsVÈÁ©«sgS Ë³Ø ryòª«sVV. @NRPä²T¶ ªyLji Ë³Ü[ÇÁ©«s 

@ÌÁªyÈýÁV, NRPÈíÁW, ËÜÈíÁW, @ÌÁªyÈýÁW @¬dsõ ©yZNPLi»R½gS©¯[ ©«s¿yèLiVV. ËØÖÁ xmsLRiùÈÁ©«s, ª«sW @ª«sWø, ©y©«sõÌÁ»][ A©«sLiµR¶LigS 

gRi²R¶xms²R¶Li ©y ª«sVµ³R¶VLRi ÇìØxmsNSÌÁÍÜ[ INRPÉÓÁgS  VgjiÖÁF¡»R½VLiµj¶.

\Fs£qs. ª¯[ùª±sV lLi²ïT¶, IV

@ª«sVøNTP 

ÛÇÁ[ÛÇÁ[ÌÁª«sVø .... ÛÇÁ[ÛÇÁ[ÌÁV - @ª«sVøNTP, ©y©«sõNTP ÛÇÁ[ÛÇÁ[ÌÁV 

ÊÁ²T¶NTP, gRiV²T¶NTP ÛÇÁ[ÛÇÁ[ÌÁV - FsLi²R¶NTP, ªy©«sNTP ÛÇÁ[ÛÇÁ[ÌÁV 

ªygRiVNTP, ª«sLiNRPNRPV ÛÇÁ[ÛÇÁ[ÌÁV - Â¿ÁÈíÁVNTP, xmsoÈíÁNTP ÛÇÁ[ÛÇÁ[ÌÁV 

xmsgRiÉÓÁNTP, LSú¼½NTP ÛÇÁ[ÛÇÁ[ÌÁV - ¬dsLRiVNTP, ¬sxmsöVNTP ÛÇÁ[ÛÇÁ[ÌÁV 

@ª«sVø FyÈÁNTP ÛÇÁ[ÛÇÁ[ÌÁV - ©y©«sõ AÈÁNTP ÛÇÁ[ÛÇÁ[ÌÁV.

}qsNRPLRißá Lji¼d½xtsQ,V 
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1) C¸R¶V©«s ª«s}qsò Fsª«s\lLi©y ©¯[LRiV ¾»½LRiª«s ª«sÌÁzqsLi®µ¶[. A¸R¶V©«s Fsª«sLRiV? 

2) ¾»½ÌýÁ¬s xqsVªyxqs©«s gRiÌÁ ®ªsVVgæRi FsúLRigS xmspzqs ª«sW¸R¶V\®ªsVF¡»R½VLiµj¶. 

3) »][NRPÛÍÁ[¬s zmsÈíÁ »]Li\ÛË³Á Aª«sV²R¶ÌÁV F¡»R½VLiµj¶. 

4) @²R¶ ÍÜ[ @NRPäª«sVø gji®©sõ ËÜ[LýjiLi¿RÁVNRPVLiµj¶.  

5) GLRiV µR¶gæRiLRi  VLRixms Â¿ÁÈíÁV ©yNRPgRixms²R¶V»R½VLiµj¶. ¬dsNRPgRixms²R¶µR¶V.  

6) xqs©«sõ »]²T¶ª«sV »]ÌÁgji}qsò NRPª«sVø¬s ®ªs©«sõª«sVVµôR¶. @LiµR¶LRiW BxtísQ xms²R¶»yLRiV. 

7) µy}qsò zms²T¶NTPÖÁÍÜ[ µygRiV»R½VLiµj¶.  ¼d½}qsò BÌýÁLi»y ÇØLRiV»R½VLiµj¶. 

8) ANSaRPLi ÍÜ[ FsgRiVLRiV»R½VLiµj¶ xmsOTPQ NSµR¶V. ª«sV©«sVxtsvÖÁõ FsgRilLi[xqsVNRPV F¡»R½VLiµj¶ gSÖÁ NSµR¶V. 

9) @LiµR¶LjiNUP IZNP[ N]²R¶VNRPV -IZNP[ NRPW»R½VLRiV.  

10) FsLi»R½ª«sVLiµj¶\®©s©y FsLi»R½ }qs\|ms©y Fs»R½VòN][gRiÌÁVgRiV»R½VLiµj¶. 

11) gRiV²T¶ÍÜ[ D©«sõ ®µ¶[ª«so²T¶¬s ¿RÁW²R¶ÉØ¬sNTP ¼d½¸R¶WÖÁ lLiLi²R¶V µy*LSÌÁV. ª«sVLji ª«sVµj¶ÍÜ[ D©«sõ ®µ¶[ª«so²T¶¬s ¿RÁW²R¶ÉØ¬sNTP 

¼d½¸R¶Vª«sÌÁzqs©«s lLiLi²R¶V »R½ÌÁVxmsoÌÁV G VÈs? 

12) C lLiLi²R¶V NSLRiª«sVVÌÁV @ÇìØ©«sª«sVV©«sNRPV ª«sVWÌÁ NSLRißáª«sVVÌÁV. G VÈs?

©ygRi ryLiVV $, V

1) Fs²R¶ª«sV Â¿Á[¼½NTP »R½xmsö NRPV²T¶ Â¿Á[¼½»][ FsxmsöÉÓÁNTP xmsÈíÁVN][ÛÍÁ[¬sµj¶ GVÉÓÁ? 

2) FsxmsöV²R¶W |msLjilgi[®µ¶[ NS¬ds »R½Ljilgi[µj¶ NSµR¶V. G VÈÁµj¶? 

3) ©y g]Li»R½V LiÉØLRiV. FsLiµR¶VNRPLiÛÉÁ[ ©y µR¶gæRiLRi INRP gRiÉíÓÁ ©yÌÁVNRP DLiµj¶. ®©s[®©sª«sLji¬s? 

4) NSÎÏÁ§þ ÛÍÁ[ª«so NS¬ds ©«s²R¶Vryò©«sV. NRPÎÏÁ§þ ÛÍÁ[ª«so NS¬ds G²R¶Vryò©«sV. ®©s[©«sV Fsª«sLji¬s? 

5. ©yµR¶gæRiLRi HµR¶V NSÎÏÁ§þ, ª«sVW²R¶V NRPÎÏÁ§þ,  ©yÌÁVgRiV »][NRPÌÁV, HµR¶V Â¿Áª«soÌÁV, BLiNS ©yÌÁVgRiV 

»R½ÌÁÌÁV©yõLiVV. ®©s[©«sV Fsª«sLji¬s? 

6) ©yNRPV ª«sVVLiµR¶LRi lLiLi²R¶V NRPÎÏÁ§þ D©yõLiVV. ©y ®ªs©«sVNRP NRPW²y @Li»R½NRPLiÛÉÁ[ FsNRPVäª«s NRPÎÏÁ§þ 

D©yõLiVV. ®©s[®©sª«sLji¬s? 

7) ©yNRPV ©yÌÁVgRiV NSÎÏÁ§þ D©yõLiVV NS¬ds ©«s²R¶ª«sÛÍÁ[©«sV. ®©s[®©sª«sLji¬s? 

8) {qsòQû NS¬s {qsòQû G  VÈÁµj¶? 

9) ¬sÌÁÊÁ²T¶¾»½[ ¬sÌÁVxqsVòLiµj¶.  NRPWLRiVèLiÛÉÁ[ NRPWLRiVèLiÈÁVLiµj¶. GVÈÁµj¶? 

10) @ª«sVø @LiÛÉÁ[ µR¶gæRiLRiNRPV ª«sxqsVòLiµj¶. ©y©yõ @LiÛÉÁ[ µR¶WLRiLigS ®ªsÎÏÁ§òLiµj¶. G VÈs? 

11) ª«sLiµR¶ª«sVLiµj¶ ÇÁLjizms©y ÇÁLRigRiµR¶V G  VÈÁµj¶?

gRigRi©±s xmsª«s©±s, VI

úNTPLiµj¶ ªy¬sÍÜ[ ÇÁªyÊÁVÌÁV ¾»½ÌÁVxqsVN][Li²T¶.

1. Aª«soÖÁLi»R½  2. NRPLRiWöLRiLi  3. D»R½òLRiLi  4. xmsoÈíÁ g]²R¶VgRiV. 5. ËÜÈíÁV  6. @LRiÉÓÁxmsLi²R¶V. 7. µk¶xmsLi. 8. sª«sW©«sLi 

9.|ms×ýÁ N]²R¶VNRPV- |ms×ýÁ NRPW»R½VLRiV. 10. Ë³ÏÁW V  11. ®©s[©«sV -©yµj¶ 12 @x¤¦¦¦LiNSLRiª«sVV, ª«sVª«sVNSLRiL                                                                             

ÀÁÉØLRiV N]ª«sVø©«s  VhSLiVV F~ÈýÁLi

ÇÁªyÊÁVÌÁV: 

1. NRPV²T¶Â¿ÁLiVVù. 2. ª«s¸R¶VxqsV=.  3. gRiLiÈÁ  4. ®ªs[VxmnsVLi  5. @ÊÁµôyÌÁV A®²¶[ªy²R¶V   

6. ®©sª«sVÖÁ  7. NRPVLkiè  8. B{qsòQû  9. ¬ds²R¶  10. |msµR¶ª«soÌÁV. 11. gSÖÁ.  
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Tête à tête avec le directeur de notre ecole
• Depuis combien d’années êtes-vous dans cette école? Comment s’est passé ton parcours chez DSE?
--- c’est ma quatrième année dans cette école. au début, c’était très difficile en tant que directeur parce 
que j’étais enseignant auparavant et qu’il fallait vraiment du temps pour changer.
• Quelles sont vos fonctions en tant que directeur de l’école?
--- mes fonctions sont de surveiller le statut académique, la sécurité des élèves, de m’occuper des 
problèmes scolaires et de parler aux parents pour résoudre les conflits.
• Quelles sont vos qualifications scolaires?
--- J’ai fait ma maîtrise en anglais, économie et sociologie.
• Aimez-vous votre travail d’enseignant?
--- oui, j’aime être professeur.
• Quels sont vos bons souvenirs dans cette école?
--- pour tout enseignant, lorsque les élèves reviennent avec succès, installé, lorsque les anciens élèves 
reviennent et partagent leurs réussites, c’est vraiment mémorable. un jour, quand je suis allé à l’hôpital, 
le médecin m’a vu passer la porte grillagée et m’a reconnu comme son professeur il y a 5 ou 6 ans. Ces 
moments sont vraiment mémorables.

Sania Yasmeen, IX A

J’aimerais devenir…………….
J’aimerais devenir créatrice de mode dans mon avenir parce que j’aime concevoir quelque chose de 
nouveau dans ma vie et ensuite je veux aller à Paris et devenir l’un des meilleurs créateurs. C’est 
aussi une des raisons pour lesquelles je veux apprendre la langue française. Aussi, je veux être une 
bonne athlète ou sportive parce que j’aime le sport, surtout l’athlétisme mais l’objectif principal est 
de devenir designer. Je veux être assez populaire, j’ai donc choisi le métier de designer. Une autre 
raison de ce choix est que je n’aime pas étudier. Et puis mon rêve est de visiter Paris.

J. Vennela, IX A

Critique du film “Femme de ménage à Manhatten”
Marisa Venture est une mère célibataire en difficulté qui travaille dans un hôtel chic de Manhattan et rêve d’une 
vie meilleure pour elle et son jeune fils. Un jour de fête, une invitée d’hôtel et candidate sénatoriale, Christopher 
Marshall rencontre Marisa et la prend pour une riche mondaine.
Après une soirée enchanteresse ensemble, les deux tombent follement amoureux. Mais lorsque la véritable iden-
tité de Marisa est révélée, les problèmes de classe et de statut social menacent de les séparer. Deux personnes 
de mondes très différents peuvent-elles surmonter leurs différences et vivre heureux pour
 toujours? Oui !
 Quelque temps plus tard, Marisa obtient un autre emploi de femme de chambre dans un autre hôtel. Chris don-
ne une conférence de presse au même hôtel. Chris et Marisa sont réunis, et le film se termine par des images de 
publications montrant que Chris a été élu, lui et Marisa sont toujours ensemble après un an, Marisa a démarré 
une entreprise hôtelière et ses bonnes ont été promues à la direction.
Réalisé par Wayne Wang et basé sur une histoire de John Hughes, il met en vedette Jennifer Lopez, Ralph Fi-
ennes et Natasha Richardson. Maid à Manhattan est «romantique! Drôle! Édifiant! “

Chahel Bhandari, X A

Que veux-je devenir quand je serai grand?
Quand je serai grand, je veux être un homme d’affaires très prospère qui est connu dans le monde 
entier. Honnêtement, je ne veux pas travailler avec quelqu’un, je veux plutôt faire travailler les gens sous 
moi. Je vais d’abord obtenir un diplôme en agriscience, puis commencer une agriculture 
commerciale à grande échelle et fournir les produits aux grands hôtels 5 étoiles. Je vais également lancer 
un site de commerce électronique pour obtenir facilement des légumes frais de la ferme à votre porte. 
Après cette entreprise réussie, je commencerais à investir dans des actions et à posséder de grandes en-
treprises et à devenir un magnat des affaires. Après tout, je ne veux pas devenir riche! mais tout d’abord, 
je dois obtenir de bonnes notes à mes examens de dixième année.

Aadi Pimpalkhute, IX A

FRENCH ARTICLES
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Yes! I Can!
    It’s December, my birth month, and here I 
am—sitting in the corner with my books piled 
high on my table, timetables pasted to my ward-
robe, plans in my head and fear in my heart!
    The dreaded ‘BOARD EXAMS’ are just three 
months away; teachers are revising and re-re-
vising the syllabus again and again. My mind 
feels like this is just not enough! I need more 
knowledge, more practice, and more ink in my 
pen.
    The thought of sitting in the examination hall 
with my question paper in my hands horrifies me 
and makes me break out in a sweat; but some-
where in my heart I feel I can do it. Yes, I can do 
it! And I will!

Deeksha, X B

Best Foot Forward
    The first time I heard the words ‘board exams’, 
I became tense. Everyone around me said ‘the 
boards’ were the most crucial part of my life; this 
examination would determine the field or profes-
sion I would opt for after school.
    Every teacher I met would give me tips every 
day, on how to tackle ‘the boards’. They all said 
that it was a difficult examination.
    In reality, the board exams are neither hard nor 
easy. It depends entirely on your mind set and the 
amount of hard work and revision you put in indi-
vidually. If you study, the exam will seem easy; if 
not, you will find it tough. It is that simple!
    These exams are like any other test you will 
take in life. There is no need to be stressed. Just 
do your best!

Gayatri, X B

What Grade Are You In?
    In every Indian household, when a child reach-
es the tenth grade, he or she is subjected to ma-
jor bombardment from parents, teachers, nosy 
aunts and balding uncles whom you have never 
seen before! Obscure relatives come knocking 
on your door stating, ‘I’ve known you since you 
were just a year old!’ And then, the dreaded 
question follows, ‘Which class are you in?’ The 
minute you reply, ‘I’m in the tenth grade,’ all 
hell breaks loose! ‘How’re you preparing for the 
board exams?’ ‘Are you working hard?’ ‘Take ex-
tra coaching.’ The list of suggestions is as long 
as the academic year!!!
    The suggestions do not end there. Tips on im-
proving your memory are freely handed out: eat 
a plateful of almonds, drink a glass of milk every 
morning…., followed by myths like, listening to 
rock music is bad for you! 
Studies have shown that listening to music of 
your choice is actually beneficial. 
    However, it is important to remain stress free 
during the year and not allow others to pres-
surise you. Enjoy this phase of your life like any 
other. Be cool, be patient and give it your best 
shot. At the same time buckle down, fasten your 
seat belts and prepare your brain to take off on 
this bumpy ride called the tenth grade!

Chahel Bhandari & Sania Yasmin, X A

Just a Piece of Paper?
    The Boards!! Come on, who has not heard about 
this most crucial, supreme and deadliest of tests?? 
It is most awaited by parents and most ignored by 
students. The piece of paper that we receive on 
taking this test, will apparently open the pathways 
to our future. Some love it, some hate it and it 
haunts little kids in their sleep; we’re victims too! 
It may be scary but all you can do is your best.
    On a lighter note, we make timetables for revi-
sion every day, but never follow them. Firm deci-
sions are taken daily about completing the portion 
but we procrastinate.
    It helps when parents share study hacks. 
YouTube is a great guide too; listening attentively 
to concepts helps a lot in retaining information. 
Lastly, we would like to tell you that board exams 
are a part and parcel of a high school student’s life. 
    So, just be mindful and wise when you write your 
exams and don’t forget to pray to the Almighty! A 
piece of paper cannot decide your future but it can 
surely affect your present.

Afsheen Zara, Rajlakshmi Roy 
& Pranav Y, X A
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When I walk out
 of the school gate along with 
my classmates, it will never be 
the last time. Every time I come 
back, I will bring new stories of 
how you moulded me to reach 
the heights and summits of new 

horizons.

KATURU AASHRAYA

Do not cry
 because it’s over Smile 
because it happened.

TAJNIS ASHRAF BANU

Good byes are not forvever, 
good byes are not the end. 
They simply mean that I 

will miss you until we meet 
again.

SANIA YASMIN

Every ending
 brings another fruitful and 

happy beginning.

N DRISHA KAUNDINYA

It has always been so scary to come 
to school after every weekend to face 

exams or submit our homework. 

DIYA AGARWAL

Isn’t it too frightening 
that next Monday we aren’t 
suppossed to wake up at 7?

MOHD YAHYA ARSHAD

Your vision of where or who 
you want to be is the greatest 

asset you have.
  

RAJLAKSHMI ROY

Every journey has an end; 
so does school life. The fact 
that it makes us cry means 
that it carried something 

magical which will remain in 
our hearts forever

  
AFSHEEN ZARA

Some of you might
 know me as the head girl’s 
sister but I have made my 
mark. May not be seen but 
it is a  great acomplishment 

for me.

MAHITA LINGAMPALLY

Years have elapsed full 
of events, memories 
and accomplishments.  

PRACHI MOHAN LAL

You people are the reason, 
I have so many memories; 
some bitter, some sweet 
and none that I will ever 

forget.

FREYA SOLANKI

People should balance both 
studies & sports -

‘play hard - work hard’.

MIR MUSTAFA ALI

Thank you to my dearest 
classmates, who have made 
my time at DSE wonderful. I 
am sure I will never meet a 
gang so jovial and cheerful 

as you ever again.

SOUMYA PRANAVI 
PALEPU

Parting is such sweet sorrow  - Shakespeare
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Most likely 
to become a 

politician

HALL OF FRAME

Most 
popular

 boy

MOOSA MALIK, X B

Most 
popular

girl

AMULYA PEBISETTY, X B

Most likely 
to become a 

politician

AASHRAYA KATURU, X B

ABDUL RAHEESH AFFAN , X A

FARHAN HASHMI, X A RUSHIL BACHINA, X A SYED ZAID, X A

MADHURESH SHUKLA, X B NETAL AGARWAL, X A

Most likely 
to invent 

video game Most 
likely to 

become a
 film star

Most
Dependable

Biggest 
drama
queen

Most 
likely to

 cure cancer
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SHAIK SANA ZAFRULLA, X A

Most
likely to 

become a
 film star

Social 
media star

PARNIKA GOTLUR, X B

SAIMA FATIMA, X B

SAEED, X A Y. PRANAV, X A

UZAIR ANSARI, X B

FARHAN HASMI, X A

PRABHATH AVADHANAM, X B DISHA AGARWAL, X B

Biggest 
drama
queen

The 
loudest 
laugh

Biggest 
prankster

Always
late

Always late

Quietest
in class

Biggest 
drama
King
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    ‘The two hardest things to say in life are hello for the first time and goodbye for the last.’

    DSE Banjara Hills bid a fond farewell to the students of Grade X with a heavy heart and the very best wishes 
for their future. The young girls in their shimmering sarees looked gorgeous and the boys stole everyone’s 
hearts in their formal suits. The juniors left no stone unturned in making this day memorable for their beloved 
seniors. The highlight of the event was the graceful Ramp Walk by the students. Titles like, Radiant Smile, 
Fitness Freak, Selfie Queen, Ghalib-e-DSE, The Steel, Best Dramebaaz, Best Dancer etc. were given. 
The coveted titles of Ms. DSE and Mr. DSE were awarded to Pabbisetty Amulya and Pendala Aaryan Arjun. Mr. 
Charming was bagged by Soveer P. Shah and Ms. Graceful by Freya Solanki.

    It was a day of mixed emotions….happy faces on one hand and eyes full of unshed tears on the other.

AMANTRAYA
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MISS GRACEFUL - FREYA SOLANKI, MISS DSE - PABBISETTY AMULYA,  
MR. DSE - AARYAN ARJUN, MR. CHARMING - SOVEER P. SHAH

with the Runners up 

Fun Time Fun Time

Entertainment by Grade IX

An Expression of Gratitude The Enthralled Audience

Q/A
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   Times Newspaper in Education (Times NIE) is a novel program that helps students stay 
ahead and aims at making learning fun. It is a newspaper that inspires young minds and 
equips them to face the challenges of today’s world. It is an excellent example of how a 
great project can be extended and enhanced in many interesting ways. 

   DSE Banjara Hills aims to follow the TIMES NIE that offers the latest concepts in helping individual growth 
and development of the students beyond the school curriculum.
 
   The main purpose of the NIE program is to enhance the vocabulary skills of the students and create a ben-
eficial learning experience. The Times NIE acts as a catalyst in boosting a student’s passion for learning and 
identifying latent talents.
 
   Events such as School Super League that deal with aptitude tests to enhance their critical thinking and 
broaden their understanding, nutrition workshops, where students get an insight into healthy lifestyles, ben-
efit them greatly. To encourage students with intuitive minds and to develop their culinary skills, ‘Young Chef 
Cooking Competition’ is a platform where they can serve up their creativity on a platter.

   ‘Logic will get you from A to B. But imagination will take you everywhere.’ With these wise words from Albert 
Einstein, let us respect every child’s talent and unlock the potential hidden therein.

Priyadarshini Patnaik
NIE Coordinator

NEWSPAPER IN EDUCATION

The newspaper is a greater treasure to the people than uncounted millions of 
gold.  

- Henry Ward Beecher                              

Colour Splash Painting Competition
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TEACHERS SPEAK...

@LRiVª«so¾»½¿RÁVèNRPV©«sõµj¶ NSµj¶µj¶ @ÇÁLi»yÌÁ Ë³ØxtsQ. 

NRPª«sVø»R½©«sª«sVV úF¡µR¶VNRPV©«sõÇÁÙ©«sVõ ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV @ORPQLSÌÁ FyÈÁ.

¾»½ÌÁVgRiV ÇØ¼½ |msLi²ýT¶ FyÈÁ {qs»yLSª«sVNRPÎØùßá ¿RÁLji»R½.

@©«sõª«sV¸R¶Vù, »yùgRi¸R¶VùÌÁ NUPLRiò©«sÌÁV NRPÉíÓÁ©«s Ë³ÏÁNTPò ª«sVWÈÁ.

ª«sW»R½XË³ØxtsQ @LiÛÉÁ[®©s[ @ª«sVøFyÌÁ EÈÁ NRPµR¶.

¾»½ÌÁVgRiV @ORPQLRiª«sVV @LiÛÉÁ[®©s[ @ª«sVX»yÌÁ ®ªsÌýÁVª«s NRPµR¶.

xmsLRi xmsÌÁVZNP[ xmsLiÉÓÁNTPLiµj¶ xmsÌÁVgRiVLSLiVV xqsVª«sW.

@ª«sVøË³ØxtsQ NRPª«sVøµR¶©«sLi ALRiª«s¬s  xqsVª«sVgRiLiµ³R¶®ªs[V xqsVª«sW.

Ë³ØxtsQ ©«sVª«so* ª«sVLji¿yªy ¬ds xqsLixqsäQX¼½ ª«sVLRiVgRiV©«sxms²R¶V.

»R½LRi»R½LSÌÁ ¬ds a][Ë³ÏÁNRPV Â¿ÁµR¶ÛÍÁ[ bPÌÁöLi Â¿ÁNRPVä©«sV.

NRP©«sVª«sVLRiVgRiª«so ¾»½gRiÌÁÍÜ[ ¬ds ÇØ¾»½[ ª«sVVLiµR¶VLi²R¶V©«sV.

¾»½LRiª«sVLRiV\lgi F¡¸R¶WNRP »R½ÌÁª«sLixmsoÛÍÁ[ ¬dsNRPV  VgjiÌÁVLi²R¶V©«sV.

@ A ÛÍÁ[ ®©s[LRiVö ¬dsNRPV A¿RÁLRißá ¹¸¶WgRiùQ\®ªsV©«s xqsVµôR¶VÌÁV.

B C ÛÍÁ[ ¾»½ÌÁVxmso»yLiVV BLigji»R½xmso ÇìØ©yÌÁV.

D E ÛÍÁ[ xmsÌÁVNRPV»yLiVV D©«sõ»R½ª«sVVgS FsµR¶gRiª«sV¬s.

@Li @M ÌÁV ¾»½ÌÁVxmso»yLiVV @LiµR¶LRiV NRPÖÁzqs DLi²R¶ª«sV¬s. 

zms. gS¸R¶Vú¼d½®µ¶[ s

|ÉEÞòÊiÉ {É®ú ÊVÉiÉxÉÉ ½þFò <xºÉÉxÉÉå EòÉ ½èþ =iÉxÉÉ ½þÒ ½þFò {É¶ÉÖ 

{ÉÊIÉªÉÉå EòÉ ¦ÉÒ ½èþ ¨ÉxÉÖ¹ªÉ +{ÉxÉä ¤ÉÖÊrù Eäò ¤É±É {É®ú =x½åþ ¤ÉäPÉ®ú 

Eò®ú {ÉÚ®úÒ ¦ÉÚÊ¨É {É®ú Fò¤WÉÉ Eò®úxÉÉ SÉÉ½þiÉÉ ½èþ +Éè®ú =ºÉ |ÉÊGòªÉÉ ¨Éå 

=ºÉxÉä {Éäc÷Éå EòÉä EòÉ]õ Eò®ú +{ÉxÉä Ê±ÉB PÉ®ú ¤ÉxÉÉªÉÉ +Éè®ú =xÉºÉä 

=xÉEòÉ +ÉÊ¶ÉªÉÉxÉÉ UôÒxÉxÉä ¨Éå ºÉ¡ò±É ½þÉä MÉªÉÉ *=xÉºÉä ½þÒ =xÉEòÉ 

+ÉGòÉä¶É {ÉÊgøB +Éè®ú {Éäc÷ EòÉ]õxÉä ºÉä {É½þ±Éä BEò ¤ÉÉ®ú Ê´ÉSÉÉ®ú 

EòÒÊVÉB

{Éäc÷ ½þÒ {ÉÉxÉÒ ½èþ {ÉÉxÉÒ ½þÒ ®úÉä]õÒ ½èþ ®úÉä]õÒ ½þÒ VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ½èþ I

`öEò`öEò EòÒ +É´ÉÉVÉ nùÒ ºÉÖxÉÉ<Ç

ÊSÉÊc÷ªÉÉ JÉÉä½þ ºÉä ¦ÉÉMÉEò®ú +É<Ç

näùJÉ ±ÉEòb÷½þÉ®äú EòÉä {Éäc÷ EòÉ]õiÉä

+{ÉxÉä NÉÖººÉä EòÉä ®úÉäEò xÉ {ÉÉ<Ç

      SÉÒKÉ SÉÒKÉ Eò®ú ¤ÉÉä±ÉÒ ´É½þ

      ªÉ½þÒ iÉÉä ¨Éä®úÉ PÉ®ú ½èþ ¦ÉÉ<Ç

      <ºÉÒ JÉÉä½þ ¨Éå VÉx¨ÉÒ ¨Éé

      ºÉÊnùªÉÉå ºÉä ªÉ½þÓ ®ú½þiÉä +É<Ç

¨ÉÖZÉºÉä ¨Éä®úÉ PÉ®ú UôÒxÉ Eò®ú

+{ÉxÉÉ VÉ½þÉÄ ¤ÉºÉÉ+ÉäMÉä

CªÉÉ ¨ÉÖZÉä ¤ÉäPÉ®ú Eò®ú

ºÉÖJÉ ºÉä iÉÖ¨É ®ú½þ {ÉÉ+ÉäMÉä

¨ÉÖZÉä ¦ÉÒ VÉÒxÉä nùÉä ¦ÉÉ<Ç

     ¨ÉÖZÉä ¦ÉÒ VÉÒxÉä nùÉä

EòÉ¨Éä·É®úÒ

   It is estimated that nearly 100 million children 
worldwide live with disabilities like dyslexia, dys-
praxia, dyscalculia, disgraphia or other neurologi-
cally based conditions. Like any other normal child, 
a child with disabilities have ambitions and dreams 
for his/her future. 
    
   Inclusive learning technologies, which help the 
students learn strategies to circumvent their natural 
disabilities and continue on their constant pursuit 
of knowledge and education. Some of them are de-
scribed below:

   Optical Character Recognition (OCR), is the electronic or mechanical conversion of images of typed, 
handwritten or printed text into machine-encoded text, whether from a scanned document, a photo of a 
document, landscape photo or text superimposed on an image.
Word prediction is a strategy that assists with spelling and word completion by making suggestions as you 
type.
   Thankfully, the advent of Inclusive technology has reduced their hardships and even educational institu-
tions are embracing the new and innovative technology to provide State of the art education to differently 
abled children and make them competent enough to face the challenges imposed on life.

SANGEETHA TAKALKAR, HOD COMPUTERS

Role of Technology in Inclusive Education
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